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Medición de la sección eficaz inclusiva
de jets utilizando el algoritmo k_L

Sebastian Grinstein

Director de Tesis: Ricardo Piegaia

Co-director: Daniel Elvira

Esta Tesis presenta la primera medición de la sección eficaz inclusiva de jets recons

truídos utilizando el algoritmo kl en un colisionador de hadrones. La medición

se basa en una muestra de 87.3 pb‘l, recolectada por el experimento DQ en

el colisionador protón-antiprotón Tevatron de Fermilab durante los años 1994 y

1995. La sección eficaz, como función del momento transverso (pT) de los jets,

presenta un acuerdo razonable con las predicciones teóricas realizadas al orden

siguiente al dominante, excepto a bajo pr, donde el acuerdo es marginal. En este

trabajo también se presentan resultados de la comparación entre jets ki y jets

reconstruidos con el algoritmo de cono fijo. Tanto los datos experimentales como

la simulación Monte Carlo indican que los jets kJ_(D = 1) son más energéticos

que los jets de cono fijo (R = 0.7). Esta diferencia de energía explica la diferencia

entre las secciones eficaces de lu y cono.

Palabras claves: Cromodinámica cuántica, Sección eficaz de jets, Algoritmo kT



Resumen

La producción de jets en colisiones hadrónicas se entiende dentro del marco de

la cromodinámica cuántica (QCD), como una dispersión fuerte de los partones

(quarks y gluones) interactuantes que, luego de la interacción, se manifiestan

como lluvias de partículas colimadas denominadas jets. Los algoritmos que recon

struyen y definen a losjets agrupan estas partículas, de manera que las propiedades

cinemáticas de los partones dispersados puedan inferirse y, por ende, compararse

con las predicciones de la cromodinámica cuántica perturbativa (pQCD).

Históricamente, sólo se han utilizado algoritmos de cono fijo para reconstruir

jets en colisiones hadrónicas. Este tipo de algoritmos definen al jet como una

colección de objetos (partones, partículas o torres calorimétricas del detector)

dentro de un cono con cierto ángulo de apertura, R. Aunque adecuados para el

estudio de los errores sistemáticos experimentales existentes en el complejo entorno

de las colisiones hadrónicas, los algoritmos de cono fijo utilizados en mediciones

anteriores en el Tevatron de Fermilab presentan varias dificultades: se debe imple

mentar un procedimiento arbitrario para separar y fusionar conos calorimétricos

superpuestos, se requiere un parámetro ad-hoc, RW, para acomodar las diferen

cias entre las definiciones del jet en los niveles partónico (teórico) y calorimétrico

(experimental), y las predicciones teóricas estimadas en el segundo orden siguiente

al dominante en pQCD presentan divergencias infrarojas, es decir, son sensibles a

emisiones de baja energía.

Recientemente se ha desarrollado una segunda clase de algoritmos de recon

strucción de jets, que no presentan estas dificultades. Estos algoritmos, llamados

de recombinación, fusionan sucesivamente pares de objetos cercanos en orden cre

ciente de impulso transversal relativo. Un solo parámetro, D, que caracteriza

aproximadamente el tamaño de los jets resultantes, determina cuando detener la

fusión. En este caso, no existe separación o fusión de jets, ya que cada objeto



es unívocamcnte asignado a un jet. No hay necesidad de introducir parámetros

ad-hoc, porque se aplica el mismo algoritmo en el nivel teórico y experimental.

Además, por diseño, los algoritmos de recombinación no presentan divergencias

infrarojas ni colineales. En este trabajo, se presenta la primera medición de la

sección eficaz inclusiva de jets utilizando el algoritmo ki en colisiones protón

antiprotón en el Tevatron a JE = 1.8 TeV utilizando el detector D0.

La sección eficaz diferencial de jets se midió en función del impulso transver

sal (pT), en la región central de pseudo-rapidez, 7] E —ln[tan(9/2)], donde 0 es

el ángulo polar relativo al eje que apunta en la dirección del haz de protones

(eje Z). El algoritmo ki comienza con una lista de objetos. Por cada objeto

con impulso transversal pm, se define di,- = pa, y por cada par de objetos,

dij = min(p%._i,p?¡¿)(AR,-J-)2/D2, donde D es el parámetro libre del algoritmo y

(AE-02 = (AQ-¡V+ (Am-¡Ves el cuadrado de la separación angular de los objetos.

Si el mínimo de todos los di,-y dij es un dij, entonces, los objetos i yj se combinan,

de manera tal que el cuadrimomento del objeto resultante sea (E,-+ Ej, fi,-+

Si el mínimo cs un dü, el objeto i se define como un jet y se elimina de iteraciones

subsecuentes. Se repite este procedimiento hasta que todos los objetos se combi

nan en jets. De esta manera, los jets ki no tienen que incluir todos los objetos en

un cono de radio D, y pueden incluir objetos fuera de este cono.

La herramienta principal para la detección de jets en D0 es el calorímetro. DG

cuenta con un calorímetro de muestreo, con argon líquido como elemento activo y

uranio como absorbente, que permite una cobertura en ángulo sólido casi completa

para |11|< 4.1. Las colisiones inelásticas son seleccionadas por la primera etapa

del sistema de selección de eventos. Este sistema consiste en dos hodoscopios

ubicados cerca del eje del haz a ambos lados de la región de interacción. La coin

cidencia en la señal en estos centelladores indica que ha ocurrido una interacción

inelástica. La siguiente etapa requiere deposición de energía en cualquier región

An x A45= 0.8 x 1.6 del calorímetro con un momento transverso sobre un umbral



preestablccido. Los eventos seleccionados se digitalizan y luego se envian a una

serie de procesadores. En esta última etapa, los candidatos a jets se reconstruyen

con el algoritmo de cono fijo (de radio R E [(An)2 + (Amzfi = 0.7), y el evento

se guarda en cinta si la energía transversa de algún jet excede un umbral especi

ficado. Los umbrales utilizados fueron dc 30, 50, 85 y 115 GeV, que acumularon

luminosidades integradas de 0.34, 4.46, 51.5 y 87.3 pb“, respectivamente.

Los jets se reconstruyeron luego de la toma de datos, utilizando el algoritmo

kj, con D = 1.0. Se eligió este valor de D porque, a orden siguiente al dominante,

produce una sección eficaz teórica esencialmente idéntica a la predicción para el

algoritmo de cono fijo con R = 0.7, que D0 utilizó en publicaciones anteriores

sobre producción de jets. Los vértices de los eventos se reconstruyeron utilizando

el sistema central de detección de trazas de partículas. La mayor parte de los datos

se recolectaron a alta luminosidad instantánea, donde más de una interacción por

cruce de haz es probable. Si un evento posee más de un vértice reconstruido,

se define la cantidad ST = IEfi%°‘|para los dos vértices que cuentan con mayor

números de trazas asociadas; y se utiliza el vértice con el menor ST como vértice

del evento. Para preservar la naturaleza pseudo-proyectiva del calorímetro, la

posición del vértice en el eje Z debe encontrarse dentro de los 50 cm cercanos

al centro del detector. Este requisito rechaza el (10.6 :l: 0.1)% de los eventos,

independientemente del impulso transversal de los jets.

Las celdas calorimétricas ruidosas y aisladas fueron suprimidas con algoritmos

implementados durante y después de la toma de datos. Los cortes en la cali

dad del jet eliminan la contaminación introducida por electrones, fotones, ruido y

pérdidas del acelerador que simulan jets. La eficiencia en la selección del jet es de

aproximadamente 99, 5%, y prácticamente independiente del impulso transverso.

El desequilibrio en momento en el plano transversal al haz, el “momento transver

sal faltante”, se calcula a partir de la suma vectorial de los depósitos de energía

de todas las celdas del calorímetro. La contaminación de los rayos cósmicos y



de los eventos con vértices incorrectamente reconstruídos se elimina requiriendo

que el momento transversal faltante en cada evento sea menor al 70% del pT del

jet principal (el más energético). Este criterio no causa ninguna pérdida en la

eficiencia.

El impulso de los jets registrados en el calorímetro requiere ser calibrado.

Esta calibración, que se realiza jet por jet, transforma, en promedio, el impulso

del jet calorimétrico en el impulso del jet a nivel partícula, o sea, el impulso

del jet compuesto por partículas antes que estas interactúen con el detector. La

calibración del impulso incluye correcciones debidas a distintos factores. Por un

lado la contribución de los partones espectadores, que no participan de la inter

acción fuerte (el llamado “evento subyacente”), debe ser removida. La energía

residual debida a interacciones anteriores y al ruido intrínseco del calorímetro,

asi como la originada por interacciones adicionales, también debe ser sustraída.

Finalmente, la calibración del impulso tiene en cuenta la respuesta global del de

tector a los jets hadrónicos. Al contrario del algoritmo de cono fijo, el algoritmo

lu no requiere correcciones adicionales por pérdida de energía fuera del cono. Para

|77|< 0.5, el factor de corrección multiplicativo medio para un pT de 100 (400)

GeV es 1.094 i 0.015 (1.067 :l: 0.020).

La sección eficaz de jets para |77|< 0.5 se midió para cuatro rangos de pr ,

correspondientes a los cuatro umbrales de pr utilizados en la toma de datos, de

manera que la eficiencia en la reconstrucción de jets en cada rango sea del 100%.

La sección eficaz promedio para cada rango de pT está dada por dza/(dedn),

donde An y App son los tamaños de los rangos en 1)y pT, N es el número de jets

que se observan en ese rango, e es la eficiencia en la selección de jets y eventos, y

L representa la luminosidad integrada (le los datos.

La resolución finita en impulso del calorímetro distorsiona la sección eficaz

medida como función del impulso transverso. Aunque la resolución en pq-de los

jets es esencialmente Gaussiana, la rápida caída del espectro en pT provoca que la
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Figura 1: La sección eficaz de jets reconstruidos con el algoritmo ¡[CLa \/3 = 1.8

TeV. Solo los errores estadísticos estan incluídos. La linea sólida representa la

predicción teórica al orden siguiente al dominante utilizando la FDP CTEQ4M.

sección eficaz observada tome valores mayores a los reales. Para corregir este efecto

es necesario medir dicha resolución como función de pT. La resolución fraccional

del impulso (apT/pT) se determinó a partir del balance en pT en eventos de dos

jets. A 100 (400) GeV, la resolución fraccional es de 0.061:l:0.006 (0.039i 0.003).

La distorsión en la sección eficaz debido a la resolución del calorímetro, se estimó

asumiendo una forma funcional, f = Ap;B(1 —2pT/\/E)C, para la sección eficaz

real, y multiplicándola por una Gaussiana de ancho dado por la resolución en

impulso medida a partir de los datos, G. La sección eficaz observada se ajustó

con el producto f ><G y se obtuvieron los valores óptimos para A, B y C. Del

cociente entre la forma funcional f y el producto f ><G se extrajo el factor de

correción que remueve la distorsión ocasionada por la resolución finita del detector.

Este factor reduce la sección eficaz observada en un (5.7i: 1)% ((6.1 :l: 1)%) a 100

(400) GeV.

La sección eficaz de jets utilizando el algoritmo [CLpara 177]< 0.5, junto con

las incertezas estadísticas se muestran en la Figura 1. Las incertezas sistemáticas
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Figura 2: Errores sistemáticos fraccionales de la sección eficaz como función de

PT

incluyen contribuciones debido a la eficiencia en la selección de los jets y de los

eventos, el procedimiento para remover el efecto introducido por la resolución

finita del detector, la luminosidad, y la incerteza en el impulso de los jets, que es

el error sistemático dominante en todo el rango de impulso transversal estudiado.

Los distintos componentes de los errores sistemáticos, como función del impulso

transversal del jet se muestran en la Figura 2.

Los resultados se comparan con la predicción teórica a orden siguiente al dom

inante obtenida con el programa JETRAD. La predicción se obtuvo con las es

calas de renormalización y factorización evaluadas en 27?”?2, donde p?“ se re

fiere al pT del jet dominante del evento. Las comparaciones se hacen utilizando

parametrizaciones de las funciones de distribución partónicas (FDP) de las famil

ias de CTEQ y MRST. La Figura 3 muestra los cocientes de (datos-teoría) / teoría.

Las predicciones se encuentran por debajo de los datos por alrededor del 50% en el

extremo inferior de pT y por el (10 —20)% para pT > 200 GeV. Para cuantificar la

comparación, las incertezas sistemáticas fraccionales se multiplican por la sección

eficaz teórica, y se realiza una comparación X2utilizando la matriz de correlación

completa. Si bien el acuerdo es razonable (para distintas FDP el xz/dof oscila

entre 1.56 a 1.12, las probabilidades oscilan entre 4 a 31%), las diferencias en la
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Figura 3: Diferencias entre los datos y las predicciones teóricas, normalizadas a las

predicciones, para distintas FDP. Las bandas representan los errores sistemáticos.

En la figura inferior se ha corregido la prediccion teórica con una contribución

debida a la hadronización (círculos abiertos).

normalización y forma, especialmente a bajo pT, son importantes. Estos puntos a

impulso transverso bajo, tienen el mayor impacto en el X2. Si los primeros cuatro

puntos de los datos no se utilizan en la comparación, la probabilidad aumenta de

un 29% a un 77%, cuando se utiliza la FDP CTEQ4HJ.

Mientras que las predicciones teóricas al orden siguiente al dominante para la

sección eficaz inclusiva de jets [CL(D = 1.0) y cono (R = 0.7, Rm, = 1.3) difieren,

dentro del rango de momento de este análisis, en un 3% aproximadamente, el

resultado experimental para kJ_es un 37% (16%) mayor que el obtenido para cono

a 60 (200) GeV. Esta diferencia en las secciones eficaces es consistente con la

diferencia medida entre el momento transverso de los jets de cono y los jets lu .
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Figura 4: Cociente entre el espectro de momwento transverso de jets a nivel

partícula y a nivel partónico segun la simulación Monte Carlo HERWIGpara jet

lu y cono.

Al comparar la energía de los jets reconstruidos con los dos algoritmos‘se encontró

que los jets ki abarcan un 7% (3%) más de momento transversal a 60 (200) GeV

que los jets de cono.

Se estudió, utilizando simulaciones Monte Carlo (HERWIG),el efecto de la

hadronización en la energía de los jets, que podría explicar la discrepancia entre

la sección eficaz observada para jets ki y las predicciones teóricas a bajo pT, y

también la diferencia entre los resultados de ¡{ELy de los de cono. La Figura 4

muestra el cociente del espectro de momento transverso para jets a nivel partícula

y a nivel partónico, para los algoritmos kL y cono. Los jets cono de partículas,

reconstruidos a partir de partículas del estado final (después de la hadronización),

tienen menos pT que los jets partónicos (antes de la hadronización), debido a la

pérdida de energia fuera del cono; mientras que los jets ¡Clde partículas poseen

mayor energía que sus progenitores a nivel partónico, debido, probablemente, a la

fusión de los partones cercanos en un solo jet de partículas. Si se incluye el efecto

de hadronización derivado de HERWIGen la predicción teórica, la probabilidad x2

aumenta de un 29% a un 44% (31% a 46%), cuando se utiliza la FDP CTEQ4HJ

(MRST). También se investigó la sensibilidad de la medición al modelo de la



contaminación causada por partones espectadores, y se encontró que tiene poco

efecto en la sección eficaz: a bajo pp, donde la sensibilidad es superior, un aumento

de hasta un 50% en la corrección debida a partones espectadores disminuye la

sección eficaz por menos de un 6%.

En conclusión, se presenta la primera medición en colisiones protón-antiprotón

a JE = 1.8 TeV de la sección eficaz de jets inclusiva utilizando el algoritmo ki .

Los estudios cuantitativos muestran un acuerdo razonable entre los datos y las

predicciones teóricas al orden siguiente al dominante, excepto a bajo momento

transverso, donde el acuerdo es marginal. El grado de acuerdo puede mejorarse si

se incorpora una contribución debido a la hadronización predicha por HERWIG.
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This dissertation presents the first measurement of the inclusive jet cross section

using the kT algorithm for reconstruction of jets in a hadron collider experiment.

The measurement uses 87.3 pb‘l of data collected with the DQ detector at the

Fermilab Tevatron pp Collider during 1994-1995. The cross section, reported as a

function of transverse momentum (pr > 60 GeV) in the central region of pseudo

rapidity < 0.5), exhibits reasonable agreement with next-to-leading order

QCD predictions, except at low pq-where the agreement is marginal. Comparisons

with results based on the cone algorithm are also presented. Both data and Monte

Carlo simulations indicate that kT (D = 1) jets encompass more energy than cone

(R = 0.7) jets, this energy difference accounts for the difference between the kT

and cone cross sections.
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Chapter 1

Jet Physics

The quark model, which describes hadrons as composite particles, was first pro

posed in the early 19605 [1] and was confirmed in a series of experiments at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in the late 19605and early 19705. The model

developed into the theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics or

QCD [2], which describes the interactions of quarks and gluons. Together with

the theory of electroweak interactions, QCD forms the foundation of the standard

model of particlc physics. Pcrturbative QCD predicts the jet production cross

section at large transverse momentum from quark and gluon scattering in hadron

collisions. The outgoing quarks and gluons, collectively called partons, hadronize

to form jets of particles. High transverse momentum jets were first observed at the

CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (IRS) The measurement of the inclusivejet

cross section can be used to test the predictíons of perturbative QCD, study the

proton structure, and look for quark compositness. In order to facilitate compar

isons between data and theoretical predictions, jet defining algorithms are used by

both experiments and theoreticians. Jets can be defined in the detector level, as

clusters of energy deposits, and in Monte Carlo simulations or perturbative QCD

calculations as final state hadrons or outgoing partons from the hard subprocess.

A suitable jet algorithm should not bc sensitive to the type of objects to which it



is applied. Clustering algorithms, such as the ki algorithm [4, 5, 6, 7], ofi’erad

vantages over cone based algorithms which have been previously used in hadron

colliders. This analysis presents the first measurement of the inclusive jet cross

section using the ¡ej algorithm to reconstruct jets at the JE = 1.8 TeV Tevatron

proton-antiproton collider.

After a brief introduction to quantum chromodynamics, this chapter discusses

the jet production process, jet definition, and the inclusive jet cross section at

hadron colliders.

1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics

The Standard Model [8] (SM) of particle physics is a term used to describe the

quantum theory that includes the theory of strong interactions (quantum chromo

dynamics or QCD) and the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions

(electroweak). The SM describes nature at very small distance scales, typically

scales smaller than that of an atomic nucleus (N 10‘15 m). Mathematically, the

standard model is a theory of interacting quantum fields. Excitations in these

fields correspond to particles, and each separate field corresponds to a different

type (or flavor) of a particle. These particles can be classified in three groups:

quarks, leptons, and gauge bosons. Table 1.1 lists the standard model particles

and their properties. The quarks and leptons, which are all spin-1/2 particles and

thus obey the Pauli exclusion principle, make up what is usually thought of as

“matter”. Both the quarks and leptons are grouped into three generations of two

particles each. The corresponding particles in each generation have similar prop

erties, except for their masses, which increase with each successive generation. All

“normal” matter (protons, neutrons, and electrons) is composed of particles from

the first generation (electron and u and d quarks). Particles in higher generations

can be produced in high-energy interactions (such as when cosmic rays hit the



Symbol Name Mass (GeV) Charge (e)

Quarks u up 0.003 2/3

(spin = á) d down 0.006 -1/3

s strange 0.1 2/3

c charm 1.3 -1/3

b bottom 4.3 2/ 3

t top 175 —1/3

Leptons e electron 0.0005 —1

(spin = %) u, electron neutrino < 3 eV 0

u muon 0.106 -1

uu muon neutrino < 0.19 MeV 0

T tau 1.777 -1

y, tau neutrino < 0.02 0

Gauge bosons 'y photon 0 0

(spin = l) W W 80 :l:l

Z Z 91 0

g gluon 0 0

SM Higgs boson H ° Higgs ? 0

Table 1.1: Particles of the standard model

upper atmosphere), but they are unstable and ultimately decay into first gener

ation particles or photons. The proton is made of two u quarks and a d quark.

These three quarks that give the proton its identity are called valence quarks. The

valence quarks interact strongly inside the proton exchanging gluons which may

create quark and antiquarks pairs known as “sea” quarks.

The gauge theory of electromagnetism, Quantum Electrodynamics or QED,

describes the interaction of charged particles through the mediating gauge boson,

the photon. Similar to QED, Quantum Chromodynamics describes the strong

interactions of quarks through its gauge bosons, the gluons. In strong interactions

color charges interact according to the dynamics of the SU(3) group. Three strong



charges exist, the label “color” was applied to them since the combination of

the three (red, blue, green) yields a total neutral charge. Quarks carry a single

color while gluons carry a non-singlet combination of color and anticolor charges.

Gluons are massless but, unlike the photon, can interact with each other. The

strength. of the chromodynamic interaction is set by the strong coupling constant

as. One remarkable feature of QCD is its asymptotic freedom, the strong coupling

gets weaker at shorter distances or at higher momenta (Q2). On the other hand, at

low momenta or large distances, the strong coupling strength increases, confining

quarks and gluons inside colorless objects called hadrons. This is the origin of the

concept of color confinement [10], responsible for the jet production.

In the framework of QCD, predictions for scattering processes are obtained

by perturbative methods using the Feynman rules which can be derived from the

Lagrangian density. The cross section of any QCD process can be calculated

as a power series in the strong coupling constant. The contributions of each

order can be represented by Feynman diagrams, each of which is a combination of

fundamental interaction vertices joined by propagators. The fundamental vertices

of QCD are shown in Figure 1.1. Quarks are represented by straight solid lines

and gluons by helixes. The four gluon vertex contributes a factor of a, in the

Feynman diagram while the other two vertices a factor of JcTs. A given cross

section is obtained as the absolute value squared of the sum of all contributing

matrix elements integrated over the available phase space.

1.2 Jets in Hadron Colliders

High energy hadron collisions result in the scattering of their constituents, quarks

and gluons. The QCD coupling constant becomes small at high energies (small

distances) as a consequence of asymptotic freedom. Thus, the hard scattering

among partons can be calculated using the perturbative techniques of the quantum



\|0t_s i075 as

Figure 1.1: The fundamental QCD vertices.

field theories. However, color confinement does not allow a direct experimental

test of the parton levelhard scattering. As the distance between the hard scattered

partons increases, the strong coupling potential grows large enough to generate

dozens of gluons and quark-antiquark pairs. These quarks and gluons ultimately

recombine into stable, colorless particles. This last non perturbative process,

known as hadronization or fragmentation, results in showers of collimated particles

called jets.

The perturbative component of the hard scattering can be calculated analyti

cally. Feynman diagrams can be used to represent the contribution of each order.

Figure 1.2 shows some 2 —>2 a3 (a), 2 —>2 a2 (b), and 2 —>3 a2 (c) diagrams.

Table 1.2 lists all possible 2 —>2 subprocesses with their invariant amplitudes.

Leading order perturbative calculations do not include any internal loops. How

ever, at higher orders in a5, loop integrals become divergent at large momenta.

These ultraviolet divergences can be isolated by the regularization procedure, ei

ther by introducing a momentum cut-off or by dimensional regularization [11].

The regularized divergences are then removed by absorbing them into the defini

tion of the coupling strength via the renormalization procedure, which introduces

a new scale, the renormalization scale, uR.



After the hard scattering the parent hadrons loose the color charge of the inter

acting partons. As a result the remnant of the initial hadrons undergo hadroniza

tion also. The additional hadronic products resulting from the spectator partons,

which do not participate in the hard scattering, are collectiver called the under

lying event.

«w :1
www
ww :f:

Figure 1.2: Example of some QCD processes: 2 —>2 leading (a) and next-to

leading (b) orders, 2 —>3 processes of a: order

In a hadron collision, the fraction of the hadron’s momentum carried by each

parton, referred to as Bjorken z, x 2 pparton/phadmn,is not known. However, for a

given hadron, the distribution of the momenta of the various constituent partons

can be determined. Since interactions of partons inside hadrons take place at low



Subprocess |M(90°)|2/161r2a3

qq' -) qq' 2.2

qá’ —) qq’ 2.2

qq —)qq 3.3

qá —)q’á' 0.2

qq —)qq 2.6

qcï -) gg 1.0

gg —)qq 0.1

qg —)qg 6.1

gg —)gg 30.4

Table 1.2: List of all possible 2 —>2 processes in QCD and their invariant ampli

tudes (q and q’ indicate different quark flavors).

energies, perturbation theory is not applicable. Instead, parametrizations of the

so-called “parton distribution functions” (PDF’s), fi/h(a:), give the momentum

distributions of the parton, i, inside the hadron, h. The PDF’s are independent of

the specific interaction and can be experimentally measured. The best knowledge

of the PDF’s is obtained from global fits to a large number of data sets which are

separately sensitive to different parton flavors or to different linear combinations

of parton flavors.

Any cross section involving partons in the initial state is given by the product

of the parton distribution function and the partonic cross section, summed over

all contributing partons and integrated over all values of a). This procedure is

called factorization of the perturbative (high energy) and non-perturbative (low

energy) processes. By introducing a new scale, the factorization scale, up, the

parton distribution functions can absorb initial state collinear divergences not

solved by renomalization. Since PDF’s can be measured only at a finite number

of momentum transfer scales, Q2, the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi

(DGLAP) equations are used to evolve the parton distribution functions to mo



mentum regions where data does not exist. Figure 1.3 shows the PDF’s of light

quarks and gluons inside the proton at Q2 = 10 and 100 GeV2 of the CTEQ [12]

family. The relative contributions of the different subprocesses is best shown in

Figure 1.4 for the CTEQ4M PDF’s. At low energies, jet production is dominated

by gluon-gluon and quark-gluon scattering, while at high energies it is larger

quark-quark scattering.

L8 ; o2=1o GeV.2 g L8 02:100 oev2 _¡

xf(x,Qz)

Figure 1.3: The CTEQ4M PDF’s for quarks and gluons inside the proton at

Q2 = 10 and 100 GeVZ. The PDF’s are weighted by the Bjorken a: to highlight

the differences between them.

Jet production is the dominant process in hadron-hadron collisions with cen

ter of mass energies above 10 GeV. The Fermilab Tevatron, where protons and

antiprotons collide at a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV, offers an excellent frame

work to study the jet production process. Theoretical predictions for the jet cross

sections can be calculated based on parton distribution functions and the matrix

elements of the elementary parton processes. The comparison between the exper

imentally measured jet cross section and the theoretical calculations thus reveals

the structure of the proton as well as tests the perturbative QCD predictions for



the hard scattering,

C
.9 »

(Se 0.9 L 711=112=0
LL I

03 “- Quark-(anti)0uarkSca‘ttering
: GIuon-GluonScattering

o, “_ ------" Gluon-(anti)Quark Scanering

Figure 1.4: Contributions of the various subprocesses to the inclusive jet cross

section, from [13].

1.3 Jet Definition

In hadron collider experiments the distributions of final state quarks and gluons

can not be measured. Owing to color confinement the final state objects of the

reaction are colorless hadrons. In order to study the parton level interactions,

event properties which are weakly affected by long distance processes and which

have a close correspondence between partonic and hadronic final states are de

sirable. The concept of jets was introduced to allow comparisons between the

elementary quarks and gluons and the hadrons observed in final states of high

energy collisions. In general, jet definitions (jet algorithms) must be:



H . Fully specified. The jet selection process, jet kinematic variables and the

various corrections should be clearly defined.

N . Theoretically well behaved. The algorithm should be infrared and collinear

safe, with no ad-hoc parameters.

3. Detector independent. There should be no dependence on detector type,

size, segmentation, etc.

4. Consistent. The algorithm should behave equally at the theoretical and

experimental levels.

The first two criteria should be satisfied by every algorithm. The last two, however,

can probably never be totally true, since it is not possible to completely remove

the dependence of the measurements on the experimental apparatus.

For an observable to be calculable in perturbative QCD and also in order to

reduce the experimental sensitivity to positional resolution and detector trigger

thresholds, jet algorithms should be:

o Infrared safe: insensitive to emission of low energy particles. The jet ob

servable should not change by adding an additional particle with E —)0 to

the final state.

o Collinear safe: the jet observable should not change when replacing a pair

of particles by a single particle carrying the summed momentum.

In a typical hard scattering event an outgoing parton generates a shower of

quarks and gluons, these quarks and gluons hadronize into particles which inter

act with the detector and are thus “detected” through electronic signals in the

apparatus. Figure 1.5 shows a diagram of the jet evolution. The scattered partons

generate more quarks and gluons as they emerge from the interaction point, a pro

cess known as parton showering, the lladronization process that followsends with

10



a shower of particles which finally enter the detector. Jet algorithms should yield

similar results if applied to any of these steps. Experiments typically correct their

measurements from the detector to the particle level, te. before the shower of

particles interact with the detector. The theoretical predictions are usually made

at the parton level, including only the lowest order contributions. At hadron colli

ders, the non perturbative process of hadronization is regarded as not important,

in the sense that it does not modify the jet observables.

Detector

Particle

Parton

24K

Figure 1.5: Graphical representation of the evolution of a jet: parton, particle

and detector levels.

1.3.1 Jet Kinematics

Although hadron collisions at symmetric colliders occur in their center of mass

(CM) frame, the constituent partons undergoing the hard interaction are not

generally in their CM frame, the fraction of the momentum carried by each inter

acting parton varies from event to event. As a result the CM system is randomly

boosted from event to event along the direction of the colliding hadrons. The

11



usual variables, energy, E, and momentum, fi, are not convenient to describe the

hard collision. Jets are usually described by the relativistically invariant (under

longitudinal boosts) variables: transverse momentum (pT), azimuth angle (4))1

rapidity (y), and mass Jet rapidity is definedas:

1 E z z

y= Elm—E =tanh‘1 (1.1)
which under a Lorentz boost along the direction of the colliding particles to a frame

with velocity fl, transforms as y —-)y —tanh‘l fl, yielding a boost-independent

distribution dN/dy. In the high energy limit, when p >>'rn = «E2 — 2,

[m9] (1.2)
which defines pseudo-rapidity, r], as a purer angular coordinate. In a collider

experiment, the directly measured jet quantities are energy (E), pseudo-rapidity

and azimuth.

1.3.2 The Fixed Cone Algorithm

Historically, cone algorithms have been used for jet definition in pi colliders. The

Snowmass Accord [14]attempted to provide a standardized definition across ex

periments and theory, defining jets as cones which maximize the energy within an

area A = NR? in 77—45space, where R is the cone radius. However, this definition

has proven to be incomplete when applied to experimental data or Monte Carlo

simulations. First, in order to reduce the computer processing time required by the

algorithm, local maximization is used, starting from “seeds” directions. Secondly,

the Snowmass Accord does not deal with jet overlap. As a consequence, there is

no unique cone algorithm, the different implementations mainly differ in how the

case of overlapping cones is treated. In this analysis the DG implementation of

the fixed cone algorithm will be discussed [15].

The DG cone algorithm starts with a list of detector preclusters (see sec

tion 3.2.3), or particles or partons in a Monte Carlo simulation. These will be

12



collectively referred to as “vectors”. Jets are defined in two sequential procedures.

In the first, or clustering, procedure, vectors that belong to a jet are accumulated,

and in the second the n, 45and transverse energy of the jet are defined. The fixed

cone algorithm is an iterative algorithm which starts about the most energetic

vectors in the event (seeds). Seeds define the starting jet direction or jet axis

(171-31,(¡JJ-ct).The algorithm process as follows:

1.

00

All vectors in a cone of size R around the jet axis are summed, the transverse

energy, ET, of the jet is defined as the sum of the transverse energies of the

vectors included in the jet:

ET= z: ETJ'= z Ei sin05
iemsn ¡GIL-SR

and the jet direction recalculated using the Snowmass [14]convention:

1 i 1 i

fije: = — Z: ET,i77 Ójet= E- z En" 45 (1-4)ET ieIL-gn T ¡em-sn

. Step 1 is iterated until the jet direction is stable.

. Finally, overlapping jets are merged or split according to the following cri

teria: two jets are merged into one if more than a fraction, f (arbitrarily

chosen f = 50% at DG), of the ET of the jet with the smaller ET is con

tained in the overlap region. Otherwise the vectors in the overlap region are

assigned to the nearest jet and the direction and transverse energy of these

jets are recalculated following equation 1.7.

The reconstruction process of the D0 jet cone algorithm is completed with

the calculation of the kinematic variables associated with each jet. The D0 jet

algorithm and the Snowmass algorithm calculate the final direction of the jet

differently [15]. For each vector the basic quantities are: energy (Ei), azimuth

angle ((15,)and polar angle (0,). The energy of the jet is defined as:

(1.5)E=EEi

13



where the sum is over the jet’s vectors. Assuming massless vectors the jet mo

mentum components are defined following:

pI = EI = ZEi sin 0,-cos (¡Si

py = Ey = ¿Ei sin 0,-sin 45,- (1.6)

¡vz= Ez = ÉEicosüi

The jet centroid is given by:

E JE? + E2
d)=tan’l =tan’lJ (1.7)E: Ez

and the jet pseudo-rapidity is calculated using equation 1.2. The jet transverse

energy is obtained from equation 1.3 while the transverse momentum is given by:

pr = pi + pá (1-8)

which is different from the jet ET as defined in equation 1.3.

Previous QCD analyses from hadron colliders based on the cone algorithm set

the jet cone size to R = 0.7. This is an optimal value from the experimental

point of view, becuse while it provides good shower containment it minimizes

contamination. From the theoretical point of view, this cone size is desiarable

because calculations at a: are stable (do not depend on the factorization and

renormalization scales) [16].

Two issues complicate the picture of cone jets. The precise definition of the

seeds makes the merging step sensitive to soft radiation [17]. On the other hand,

an additional parameter has to be introduced in the theoretical calculations, to

simulate the role of seeds and the merging/splitting rules.

The infrared unsafeness of the cone algorithm manifests itself in cross sections

calculated at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). Consider two well separated

partons that fit inside, but on opposite sides, of a single cone, as shown in Fi

gure 1.6. With only the two partons, and nothing else to serve as a seed, the cone

14



algorithm described above will reconstruct two jets. At NNLO a very soft gluon

could be radiated between the partons and serve as a seed. In this case the cone

algorithm will reconstruct a single jet. Thus the outcome of the cone algorithm

With seeds is sensitive to soft radiation 1. The cone algorithm used in theoretical

predictions will be discussed in section 1.5.1. The [CLalgorithm, described below,

is infrared safe and defines jets in the same way at theoretical and experimental

levels.

Figure 1.6: An illustration of infrared sensitivity in cone clustering. The presence

of soft radiation between the twojets may cause the merging of the jets that would

otherwise not occur.

1.3.3 The ki Algorithm

Clustering algorithms have been widely used in e+e“ colliders. In contrast to cone

algorithms, which globally find the jet direction, clustering algorithms successively

merge pairs of nearby vectors. The order in which vectors are recombined into

jets defines the algorithm. Traditionally, invariant mass was used as the ordering

variable, but this leads to a non intuitive combination of soft vectors separated

by wide angles. The ¡{,1algorithm overcomes this difficulty by combining vectors

based on their relative transverse momentum.

lThe cone algorithm with “midpoints” solves the infrared safeness problem [18].
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Several variants of the kl algorithm for hadron colliders have been proposed [4,

5, 6], The main difference between them concerns when the recombination process

stops. DG implemented the Ellis and Soper [6]criteria based on its flexibility and

because it allows relativer simple comparisons with previous results obtained with

the fixed cone algorithm.

A desirable feature of a jet algorithm is the association of collinear vectors and

soft vectors to the harder parent vector. The ki algorithm associates particles

with low d z min(p2T_A,p'áw) x ARÏW, so the parameter which determines if two

particles are going to be merged or not, is proportional to the softness of the two

particles, the minimum pT squared, and proportional to the collinearity of the

particles, their separation in 17—45space.

The kJ_algorithm successively merges pairs of vectors in order of increasing rel

ative transverse momentum. The algorithm contains a single arbitrary parameter,

D, that controls when the merging stops. The ¡CLalgorithm starts from a list of

vectors, which can be detector preclusters (see section 3.2.3), particles or partons

in a Monte Carlo simulation, or partons in a perturbative QCD calculation. The

recombination procedure is as follows:

1. For each pair of vectors, i and j, define:

du"= min(P3‘,i:P?r_j)%Éj (1-9)

where ARÏJ- = (ni —171-)2+ ((151-— (bj)? For each vector define:

di = P2T,i (1'10)

For D = 1 and ARÜ << 1, dij is the squared of the relative transverse

momentum (¡CL) between the vectors.

2. The minimum, dmin, of all d,-and dij is found.

16



3. If dmin is a dij then the vectors are merged, using the four-vector recombi

nation scheme (or E-scheme), into a new vector k with:

Ek=Ei+Ej fi];=fii+133

4. If dmin is a d¡ (ie, ARÏJ-> D2 for all j), then the vector can not be combined

and it is removed from the vector list and added to the jet list.

5. Steps 1-5 are repeated until all the vectors have been merged into jets.

The rest of the kinematic variables of the resultant jets are determined from:

y/pí +7)2

0= tan'l d)= tan'l ET=p1-= Mp2+1); (1.12)Z

and jet pseudo-rapidity from equation 1.2.

Figure 1.7 shows the algorithm process in a Simplified diagram of a hadron col

lision. ki jets do not have to include all vectors within a cone of radius D around

the jet axis, but can contain vectors outside this cone. Since the algorithm funda

mentally merges nearby vectors, there is a close correspondence of detector jets to

particle jets. Every vector in the event is assigned uniquely to a jet and therefore

there are no overlapping jets as there are in the cone case. The ki algorithm is

infrared and collinear safe to all orders of calculation.

In this analysis the parameter of the ki algorithm, D, was set to D = 1. This

choice was made because the theoretical prediction to order a: for the kLinclusive

jet cross section with D = 1 is very similar to the cone prediction with R =

0.7 D = 1 is also preferred theoretically as it treats initial and final state

radiation in the same way and would be expected to give the smallest higher

order corrections [19].
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of the ki algorithm recombínation procedure for a simpli

fied example of a hadron collision final state. The open arrows represent vectors

in the event, and the solid ones the final jets reconstructed by the ki algorithm.

The six diagrams show successive iterations of the algorithm. In each diagram

either a jet is defined, or two vectors are merged. The asterisk marks the relevant

vector at each iteration.



1.4 The Inclusive Jet Cross Section

The most direct test of perturbative QCD is the measurement of the inclusive jet

cross section. In pï) collisions the inclusive cross section is determined from the

process:

pfi —)jet + anything (1.13)

In the framework of the parton model, the total cross section for this reaction can

be factorized into components from the empirically determined PDF’s, f, and

perturbative calculated two-body scattering cross section, á. This hadronic cross

section is given by:

a(1+ 2 —)jet + anything) = Z: /d1:1 dzz f¿(1:1,pï;‘)fj(a:2,p%)ii

xá[zlp1,xgp2,a3(pfi),Q;,Q—: (1.14)
flF Mz

where the index i refers to the type of parton (quarks or gluons), f,-(j)(:r¡(2),pi.)

represent the parton distribution functions of the proton (antiproton) defined at

factorization scale up, ¡21(2)is the momentum of the proton (antiproton), 3:1(2)

is the fraction of the proton (antiproton) momentum carried by the scattered

parton, Q is the hard scale that characterizes the parton scattering, and un is the

renormalization scale. The measurement of the inclusive jet cross section tests

the perturbative QCD predictions as well as the proton structure, the parton

distribution functions. Parton compositness is also tested by this measurement,

if quarks and gluons have a substructure the parton-parton scattering amplitudes

given by QCD would be modified causing a deviation in the cross section at the

highest energies [20]. A Simplified diagram of proton-antiproton interaction is

shown in Figure 1.8.

It is, however, impossible to measure the total jet cross section in an exper

iment, since jets are counted only in the fiducial volume of the detector. No

attempt is made to extrapolate the measurements to regions not covered by the
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Figure 1.8: Description of the jet production process in a hadron collider. The

parton distribution functions, f (x), give the probability to find a certain parton

carrying a fraction m of the proton momentum. The elementary interaction, ó,

can be calculated with perturbative QCD.

detector. Moreover, due to trigger and reconstruction inefficiencies, it is prac

tically impossible to accurately measure the lowest energy region of the cross

section. Experiments thus measure the differential cross section in jet transverse

momentum and pseudorapidity intervals. This analysis presents the double dif

ferential inclusive lu jet cross section, measured with the DG detector, defined

as:
2

dPT d77(

Jets are selected in the pseudorapidity range of ¡nl < 0.5 and binned in terms

pï) —>jet+X) (1.15)

of transverse momentum, pT. The measurement is compared to next-to-leading

order theoretical predictions, discussed in the next section.
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1.5 Theoretical Predictions

The measured jet cross section is compared to next-to-leading order (NLO) theo

retical predictions, which include all terms of third order in oz8but does not include

hadronization effects. As discussed in section 1.2, the need to remove ultraviolet

divergences in the perturbative calculation of the parton scattering cross section,

introduces a new scale, the renomalization scale, un. In addition, an arbitrary

factorization scale, [.tp, is needed to remove the infrared divergences. Both the

parton distribution function and the parton scattering cross section depend on

the factorization scale. Qualitatively, up represents the scale that separates the

short and long range processes. The scales up and un should be chosen of the

same order as the hard scale of the interaction, Q. The larger the number of

terms included in the perturbative expansion the smaller the dependence on these

scales. Typically, pp and un are set to the same value, p?“ / 2, where p?“ refers

to the pp of the leading jet in an event.

Several perturbative NLO QCD calculations are available [21, 22]. In this anal

ysis the event generator JETRAD[22] is used. The program requires the selection

of renormalization and factorization scales, a set of parton distribution functions,

and a jet clustering algorithm. Parton distribution functions of the CTEQ [12]

and MRST [23]families are considered in this analysis. Figure 1.9 shows the QCD

prediction for the inclusivejet cross section using the ki algorithm for the pseudo

rapidity interval of |11|< 0.5 for different parton distribution functions at a.center

of mass energy of JE = 1.8 TeV. The same definition of the ¡CLalgorithm can be

used on NLO QCD predictions and collider data, no modifications or additional

parameters have to be introduced.

Although the matrix elements for the two loop 2 —>2 scattering have recently

been calculated [24], the Next-to-Next-to-leading order prediction (ag) for the

inclusive jet cross section is not available yet.
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Figure 1.9: JETRADQCD prediction for the spectrum of the inclusive jet cross

section using the ki algorithm as a function of transverse momentum for different

parton distribution functions.

1.5.1 Cone and ki Algorithms at NLO

The conejet definition suffersfrom ambiguities related to the merging and splitting

process and the starting seeds of the algorithm. Further problems arise when

trying to make comparisons between collider data and theoretical predictions. In

perturbative QCD calculations of parton-parton scattering at leading order (LO,

(9(a3)) there are two partons in the final state. These partons are well separated

and always yields two jets in the final state. At NLO there can be up to two

partons in a jet. Initially, the Snowmass convention was used to define cone

jets in theoretical calculations. At NLO this convention will always combine two

partons into a single jet if their distance in 77——gbspace is less than ZR. However,
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experimentally, the two partons evolveand hadronize. The resultant configuration

could produce more than one jet depending on the splitting and merging criteria.

In order to accommodate the differences between jet definitions at parton

and experimental levels, an ad-lloc parameter, Rsep [25], the maximum distance

between. partons inside a jet divided by the cone size, was introduced. This algo

rithm, referred to as the modified Snowmass algorithm (illustrated in Figure 1.10),

requires final state partons to be within one cone width, R, of the jet direction,

and within Rm, cone widths of one another, in order to be combined into a single

jet.

Figure 1.10: The modified Snowmass cone algorithm used to make NLO QCD

predictions. The full arrows represent partons which, if within R x Rsep of each

other, are combined into a single jet.

The Rsepparameter was tuned to the data, the value of Rsep= 1.3 was found

to best simulate the DQ merging and splitting criteria [25]. Jet cross sections

predictions from the Collider Detector at Fermilab [13] (CDF) are also based on

this value of Rsep. However, while the inclusive cross section is relative insensitive

to the choice of Rsep {16] (a :2: 10% effect is seen when it is increased from 1.3R
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to ZR), jet shapes results from the cp collider experiment at DESY, ZEUS [26],

which are specially sensitive to jet structure, indicate that Rm, vary as a function

of transverse energy and rapidity [27].

The Rm, procedure is not completely satisfying. Experimentally one observ

able is measured but compared with the calculation for another. It is not obvious

how to generalize the procedure to higher orders. On the other hand, since the

cone algorithm defined in the experiment is not infrared safe, there is no way of

knowing the size of the non perturbative corrections [28].

Since the ¡clalgorithm uniquely assigns each vector to a jet, there is no need for

an ad-hoc parameter, and is infrared and collinear safe to all orders of calculation.

At leading order, with two partons in the final state, the ki and cone algorithms

yield identical results which do not depend on the algorithms parameters. At

NLO, where there can be up to three partons in the final state, the kLalgorithm

with D = 1 yields basically the same result as R = 0.7 (Rm, = 1.3). Figure 1.11

shows kJ_and cone predictions using JETRADwith the CTEQ4M PDF. At higher

orders the correspondence between D = 1 and R = 0.7 does not have to be true.

It is important to emphasize that while there is a one to one correspondence

between partons and jets in leading order perturbative calculations, experiments

measure an event property that is determined by the primary partons, but not

these partons themselves. Theoretical predictions contain up to three partons in

the final state and do not include hadronization processes.

1.6 Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo event generators of high energy processes are widely used in high

energy physics experiments. In this analysis, HERWIG[29], a general purpose

event generator with parton showers simulation and cluster hadronization, is em

ployed. Different parton distribution functions can be used with the program and
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Figure 1.11: Ratio of ki over cone JETRADtheoretical predictions at NLO (the

errors shown are statistical).

the underlying event contribution can be optionally suppressed. HERWIGprovides

a variety of elementary hard processes, including QCD, electroweak and super

symmetric ones. Only samples generated with the elementary QCD 2 —>2 process

were used in this analysis.

Fixed order perturbative calculations fail to predict details of the jet structure

observed in experiments. Event generators use the “parton shower” approach

to take into account higher order QCD effects. Following the leading order cal

culation, parton emissions are performed based on soft and collinear approxima

tions [30],distributing the energy fractions according to the leading order DGLAP

splitting functions. The parton showers are terminated when the parton momen

turn falls below a cut off parameter, Q0, which is typically set to the order of 1

GeV.

The non perturbative evolution is described by a phenonienological hadroniza

tion model which turns the final state partons into hadrons locally in phase space.

The hadronization process is independent of the hard process because of the cut
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Figure 1.12: Graphical representation of the evolution of a jet in Monte Carlo

simulations: partons, parton shower and particles.

off of the parton cascade. HERWIG’S“cluster model” for jet hadronization is based

on non-perturbative gluon splitting [31]. A similar cluster model is used for soft

and underlying hadronic events. Figure 1.12 shows a diagram of the evolution of

a simulated event.

Though Monte Carlo simulated jet cross sections at hadron level fail to predict

the shape of the experimentally measured cross sections, the simulation models

well the internal jet structure, providing a critical tool for jet based analyses. Of

particular interest for this analysis, it allows to perform algorithm performance

studies, to compare k_Land cone jets, and to investigate the effect of hadronization

on the cross section.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Apparatus

This chapter presents a brief review of the Fermilab complex and the DG detector.

A full description of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory can be found

in [33], while a detailed description of the DG detector is given in [34]. The

Fermilab accelerator and the DQ detector were upgraded during the years 1995 to

2000. This analysis is based on data collected before these upgrades took place.

The sections that followdescribe the accelerator and detector as they were during

the data taking period relevant for this analysis.

2.1 The Fermilab Tevatron

The Fermilab accelerator complex is currentlyl the site of the world’s highest

center of mass energy proton-antiproton collider, the Tevatron. Figure 2.1 shows

an overview of the accelerator complex. The Tevatron started operations in 1985,

producing pp collisions with an energy of 1.8 TeV in the center of mass. The

Tevatron itself is the final stage of a series of accelerators necessary to achieve

this energy. First, 18 keV H’l ions from a magneton source are accelerated

lThe Large Hadron Collider (LHC), with a center of mass energy of 14 TeV will start oper

ations in the year 2007 [35]
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by a Cockroft-Walton electrostatic accelerator to 750 keV. The ions are then

accelerated to 400 MeV by a 150 m long linear accelerator (Linac). The ions are

then striped of the electrons by a carbon foil and injected into the Booster, a

synchrotron with a radius of 75 rn, where they are accelerated to 8 GeV. In the

next phase, the protons are injected into the second synchrotron, the Main Ring,

which has a circular diameter of 2 km and consists of 1000 magnets to bend and

focus the protons. The Main Ring accelerates the protons to 150 GeV and also

provides a proton beam of 120 GeV used in antiproton creation. The 120 GeV

proton beam is directed onto a tungsten target producing antiprotons with a wide

momentum spread. This spread is reduced in a small synchrotron, the Debuncher,

and the antiprotons are sent to a storage ring, the Accumulator, where they stay

until there are enough of them to transfer to the Main Ring. In the Main Ring

the antiprotons are accelerated to 150 GeV. The advantage of a pp collider is that

it requires only one accelerator for counter rotating beams.

The Tevatron, located in the same tunnel as the Main Ring, includes a system

of 1000super-conduction magnets operated at 5 K to bend the beams. Six bunches

of 150 GeV protons and antiprotons are injected into the Tevatron and accelerated

to 900 GeV. The counter rotating bunches can collide in two interactions points,

B0 (CDF) and DG every 3.5ps with a center of mass energy of JE = 1.8 TeV.

2.2 The D0 Detector

The DG detector is a large multipurpose apparatus designed to study the physics

processes resulting from pp collisions with a center of mass energy of 2 TeV. A

general view of the D0 detector is shown in Figure 2.2. Fully assembled, the

detector stands 13 m in height, 11 m in width, and 17 m in length, with a total

weight of about 5500 tons. The detector was built to cover a wide spectrum of

physics topics by providing accurate measurements to test the Standard Model
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Figure 2.1: A schematic view of the Fermilab accelerator complex. Although the

Tevatron and the Main Ring have the same radius, they are shown separated for

clarity.
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predictions and search for new phenomena. The DQ detector does not have a

central magnetic field, the emphasis in the detector is on excellent calorimetry.

Good measurement of high pT jets through finely segmented, hermetic, linear and

nearly compensating calorimeters, precise determination of the missing transverse

energy in the calorimeters as a way of detecting neutrinos and possible other non

interacting particles, and an accurate identification and measurement of electrons

and muons are the strengths of the DQ detector.

Muon Toroids
and PDTs

Calorimeters

Figure 2.2: The Run I DG detector. The support platform on which the structure

rests is not shown.

The following sections describe the detector components which are relevant to
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this analysis. Particular attention is paid to describing the calorimeter, which is

the most important sub-detector for jet measurements.

2.2.1 The Central Detectors

The central detectors system, shown in Figure 2.3, is composed of the vertex

drift Chamber, the transition radiation detector and the central and forward drift

Chambers. The vertex Chamber is the innermost drift Chamber and surrounds the

beam pipe. It measures the position of the interaction point in the plane perpen

dicular to the beam direction with a typical resolution of 50,um. The transition

radiation detector surrounds the vertex Chamber and it is used to discriminate

between pions and electrons. The central and forward drift Chambers, the out

ermost sub-detectors of this system, are used to measure the trajectories of the

charged partieles that result from the hard scattering.

¿L"
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I

I

l
lii ii

ll ti
Central Drift Vertex Drift TranSition Forward Drift

Chamber Chamber Radjation Chamber
Detector

225mMi]EEE
.__.___..u

Figure 2.3: The central detectors system.
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2.2.2 The Calorimeter

The calorimeter is the most important part of the DG detector and a critical tool

for jet detection. The calorimeter measures the energy of electromagnetic and

hadronic Showers, initiated by electrons, photons and hadrons. It is also used to

determine the spatial position, direction, and in some cases, the nature of the

primary particle. The missing transverse energy of the event is also measured by

the calorimeter.

The DG calorimeter, shown in Figure 2.4, is a sampling calorimeter. The

electromagnetic and hadronic Showers, result of the hard scattering that occurs

in the center of the detector, are measured (sampled) multiple times during their

development through the calorimeter. Sampling calorimeters consists of layers

of grounded absorber plates, where the shower of particles loose most of their

energy, inserted between signal boards (anode), all immersed in a ionizable active

medium. A fraction of the total energy of the particles is deposited in the active

medium, as ionization, inducing an electrical signal in the anode. This signal is

calibrated to the incoming particle energy.

The D0 calorimeter uses liquid argon as the active medium. Three cryostats

contain the liquid argon separating the calorimeter in a central and two forward

parts. This allows access to the central detectors within the calorimeter cavity.

The central calorimeter (CC) covers the region |17|< 1.0, while the symmetric end

calorimeters (EC) extend forward to |77|< 4.0. The number of nuclear absorption

lengths (A) for the CC (EC) is typically of 7 Each cryostat is divided into an

electromagnetic (EM), fine hadronic (FH), and a coarse hadronic (CH) section.

The EM and FH sections contain uranium absorber plates, while the CH has

copper or stainless steel absorber plates. Radially, from the inside out, the EM

calorimeter with 4 absorber/readout layers is followedby the FH and CH sections

with up to 4 layers.

The basic detection unit of the calorimeter is called a calorimeter cell, shown
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Figure 2.4: The DG calorimeter consists of three modules (two end calorimeters

and a central one). Each module is divided into an electromagnetic, fine hadronic,

and coarse hadronic section.

in Figure 2.5. A cell consists of a grounded absorber plate and a signal board

maintained at +2 kV. Ionization electrons drift to the readout boards where

the collected charge is converted into a voltage signal. The typical cell size of

AqfiX A77 = 0.1 X 0.1 provides excellent shower position resolution, given that

the common jet size is of (Ao)2 + (An)2 = 0.5. Table 2.1 summarizes the pa

rameters of the central calorimeter, which is the only section relevant for this

analysis.

One distinct characteristic of the DG calorimeter is its pseudo-projective ge

ometry. Straight lines can be drawn from the center of the detector through the

centers of arrays of cells forming a calorimeter tower. The entire calorimeter is

segmented into N 6000 towers. Figure 2.6 shows a projection of one quadrant of
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of a calorimeter cell.

the DQ calorimeter in the y —z plane.

Inter-Cryostat Region (ICR)

The pseudo-rapidity region defined by 0.8 < |77|< 1.4 suffers from depleted in

strumentation because this volume is occupied by support structures, the cryostat

walls and module end plates. To improve the sensibility in this region two systems

were installed, the Intercryostat Detector and the Massless Gap detector. The In

tercryostat Detector is a set of scintillation counters mounted on the front surface

of the end calorimeters. The Massless Gaps are separate single cell structures

installed between the central and end calorimeters cryostat walls.

Calorimeter Readout

The signals induced in the readout pads are pulses with widths of the order of 450

ns. The collected electrons are integrated producing a signal which peaks 2,usafter

a p’p‘bunch crossing. The decay time of this signal is 30/.Ls.Each cell is sampled

twice, once at the time of bunch crossing (base) and again Zus later (peak). The

difference between the two voltages is the raw energy of the cell, which can have

negative values. The raw energy thus depends on previous crossings, because the
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CC Module EM FH CH

Rapidity Range |77|< 1.2 |17|< 1.0 InI < 0.6

Absorbing Material Uranium Uranium Copper

Absorber Plate Thickness 2.3 mm 2.3 mm 46.5 mm

Total Depth (X0) 20.5 96 32.9

Total Depth (A) 0.76 3.2 3.2

Number of Layers 4 3 1

Depth per Layer 2, 2, 7, 10 X0 1.3, 1.0, 0.9 A 3.2 /\

Segmentation 0.1 x 0.1 0.1 x 0.1 0.1 x 0.1

0.05 x 0.05 (layer 3)

Sampling Fraction 11.79% 6.79% 1.45%

Channels 10386 3000 1224

Table 2.1: Parameters for the central calorimeter.

signal decay is much longer than the accelerator bunch spacing (3.5,us). This effect,

which depends on luminosity and reduces the actual measured energy, is called

pile-up. Another luminosity dependent cell energy offset contribution is generated

by multiple interactions. Finally, the decay of radioactive uranium nuclei in the

calorimeter results in an upward fluctuation in the measured cell’s energies. This

effect, uranium noise, does not depend on luminosity.

Calorimeter Performance

The thickness of the absorber plates and active regions between them is set to

match the energy measured in hadrons showers to that of electromagnetic showers.

The electron to pion response ratio of the DG calorimeter, determined from test

beam data, is of e/7r N 1.1 at 10 GeV and falls to about 1.04 at 150 GeV. A

value different from 1 causes deviation from linearity in the hadronic response
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Figure 2.6: One quadrant of the DQ calorimeter and Central Detector, projected

in the y -—z plane. Radial lines indicate the pseudo-projective tower geometry.

Each tower is of size A77x Aqó= 0.1 X 0.1.

versus energy, besides broadening the energy resolution and introducing tails in

the energy distribution.

The fractional energy resolution, O'E/ E, is expected to improve as 1/ x/É be

cause it is dominated by the statistical fiuctuations in the number of sampled

charged tracks, which is proportional to the incoming energy. Test beam stud

ies show that the calorimeter energy resolution is approximately 15%/\/É for

electrons and 50%/\/É for pions. The calorimeter energy resolution for jets is

measured from collider data and will be discussed in chapter 6.
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Figure 2.7: Elevation view of the DG detector including the muon system.

2.2.3 The Muon System

The Muon system consists of three layers of proportional drift tubes (PDT) cham

bers which surround the calorimeter. The purpose of this system is the identifica

tion of muons produced in pï) collisionsand the determination of their trajectories

and momenta. The innermost layer, the A layer, consists of four decks of PDT sur

rounded by toroidal magnets. The 2 Tesla iron toroids induce a bend in the moun

trajectory. Two additional PDT layers, B and C, measure the moun direction

after the bend, thus providing the moun momentum. The presence of a minimum

ionization trace in the calorimeter can confirm the muon identification. The Muon

System can be used in jet analyses to detect cosmic shower contamination and

energy leakage outside the calorimeter.

2.2.4 The Level Q Detector

The Level Q system is designed to detect events containing an inelastic scattering

and to provide a fast measurement of the location of the event vertex. It consists

of two separate detectors, hodoscopes, located at each end of the central detec

tor between the central and end calorimeters, approximately 140 cm from the
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center of the detector. Each detector consists of two layers of rectangular scin

tillator bars, read out with photo-multipliers. An inelastic collision will typically

include a large amount of activity in the far forward regions (from the spectator

partons); thus, coincidence between the signals from the two scintillator arrays

indicates the occurrence of a hard scattering. With very high efficiency these

hodoscopes identify pï) collisions, a prerequisite for most physics triggers (as de

scribed in chapter 3). By comparing the arrival times of the signals from the two

arrays, the approximate position of the interaction vertex is obtained. The Level

(Dsystem also provides a measure of the instantaneous luminosity by monitoring

the interaction rate.

2.3 Detector Simulation

Detector Simulation programs are widely used in high energy physics experiments.

The DG detector Simulation program is based on the GEANTpackage [36]. The

GEANTprogram describes the passage of elementary particles through matter.

By specifying the detector volume and material the package allows the tracking

of particles through the experimental setup simulating the detector response.

The full structure of supports and individual modules are present in the sim

ulation of the calorimeters. The geometry and segmentation of the readout cells

is imposed, the appropriate electron to hadron response is introduced and the

sampling fluctuations and noise are accounted for. The electromagnetic showers

evolve until the energy of the particles reach 200 MeV. Below this threshold, the

energies are estimated from parametrizations. Since the full Simulation of the

pp interaction through the DG detector is very time consuming, a “library” of

particle showers has been developed [37]. These showers depend on a few particle

parameters which allows to quickly simulate the interaction of a generated par

ticle with the detector. The agreement between the shower library and the full
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GEANTsimulation is very good. In this analysis both types of simulated samples,

“showerlibed” and full GEANT,have been used.

The combination of the event generators and detector simulation programs,

is a critical aid to physics analyses providing a tool to understand the detector

performance, and event reconstruction efficiencies.



Chapter 3

Data Collection and Event

Reconstruction

This analysis is based on Run Ib data collected from December 1993 until July

1995. During this period of time there were 6 bunches of N 150x109 protons and 6

bunches of N 50 x 109anti-protons rotating in opposite directions in the Tevatron

and colliding every 3.5 ,us at the center of the DG detector. Inelastic interactions

were selected, and the recorded electronic signals sent to an array of digital logic

circuits for further processing. Events which satisfy certain requirements were

written to tape. The set of hardware and software event requirements is known

as the trigger list. The interesting events which satisfy the trigger conditions were

later processed oflline. The following sections of this chapter describe the data

collection process, the inclusive jet triggers used in this analysis and the offline

event reconstruction.

3.1 Data Collection

Most of the bunch crossings are of little interest because they generally produce

low transverse momentum objects. The D0 trigger system has to quickly select
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the interest events reducing the event rate to that at which events can be written

to tape. There are three levels of decision making: Level O, 1 and 2. Each

subsequent level is more discriminating and time consuming. A block diagram of

the three levels is shown in Figure 3.1.

Processing
T'me 132 ns 900 ns 150ms

From

Detector _, Level0 > Level1 > Level2 > Tape

Rate 300 kHz 20 kHz 200 Hz 2 Hz

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the DG trigger system.

3.1.1 The Level Q Trigger

The events of interest for the inclusive jet cross section measurement, and most

of the analysis in collider experiments, are those resulting from a parton-parton

scattering process, ie, inelastic proton-antiproton scattering. The ability to dis

tinguish between elastic and inelastic events relies on the scintillation hodoscopes

discussed in chapter 2. When a parton-parton scattering process occurs, the final

state particles from spectators partons tend to have low-angle trajectories. Thus

the Level Q Trigger requires signals from both hodoscopes within a small period

of time, which indicates that a pp inelastic collision has occurred. The hodoscopes

provide a time resolution of about 100 ps which allows to signal inelastic collisions

with nearly 100% efficiency. From the time of flight difference the Level Q also

provides the z position of the interaction vertex with a 3.5 cm resolution. The

processing time of this trigger level is 132 ns.

The Level Q Trigger reduces the event rate of 286 kHz to 20 kHz for a typical
2luminosity of L: 0.5 X 1030cm’ sec-1. Selecting interesting events is the main
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goal of the trigger system. It is also necessary to reduce the amount of data

recorded by the experiment. The average size of the digitized detector information

of a typical event is 500 kBytes, storing all the events that satisfy the Level (D

Trigger requires recording 10 GBytes per second. Further selection is necessary

to reduce this information to a manageable level.

Zero and Minimum Bias Data

Not all data recorded by DG is subjected to the Level Q requirement. Diffractive

events, in which one proton is elastically scattered, did not require a Level 0

trigger. More important for this analysis, some portion of the data was recorded

with no Level Q requirement, the so called zero bias data. This data is crucial

to perform systematic studies related to the momentum calibration of jets. Also

important is the minimum bias data, which only requires a Level 0 trigger. The

relevance of these samples will be discussed in chapter 5.

3.1.2 The Level 1 Trigger

The Level 1 trigger system consists of hardware logic circuits which quickly filters

the data steam, reducing the event rate from 20 kHz to 200 Hz. Events have

to be selected within the 3.5,us window between beam crossings. Thus only the

hit information from the calorimeter and the muon system are used in this stage.

The muon triggers were not used in this analysis and are not discussed further.

The calorimeter towers are grouped into 2 x 2 arrays (0.2 x 0.2 in n —d)space),

called a trigger tower. The trigger tower transverse energy is calculated as the

sum of the transverse energy of the included calorimeter towers. The energy of

the electromagnetic portion of a trigger tower is used to make photon and electron

triggers. Groups of 4 x 8 trigger towers defined the large tiles (0.8 x 1.6 in 7]—d)

space). The energy of these tiles is, again, calculated as the sum of the transverse

energy of the included trigger towers. An event passed the Level 1 requirements
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if one or more trigger towers or tilcs satisfied different requirements. For example

a low energy jet trigger might require a trigger tower with at least 2 GeV while a

high ET jet trigger will require one tile above 45 GeV.

Using the Level Q fast z vertex information the missing transverse energy of

the event is calculated. Each cell in the calorimeter is given a four-vector, with

an energy equal to the measured energy in the cell, a direction pointing from the

interaction vertex to the center of the cell, and a mass of zero. The transverse

components of these vectors are summed over all the calorimeter cells (including

the ICD). The negation of this vector is then the missing transverse energy of the

event. This information can also be included as part of the requirements a certain

trigger has to fulfill.

Some triggers, which might have a relative low physics interest, are passed too

often and saturate the next trigger level. In order to reduce the amount of data

from these triggers only one out of a fixed number of passed events will actually

pass the Level 1 trigger. Triggers with this additional restriction are said to be

prescaled. The maximum number of triggers available at the Level 1 is 32. If one

of these 32 trigger bits is true, the event is sent to the next trigger level.

3.1.3 The Level 2 Trigger

The Level 2 Trigger system consists of a large number VAX workstations working

in parallel. The incoming events from the Level 1 trigger are reconstructed using

the information of the entire DG detector. Simplified algorithms are used to

reconstruct the Level 2 physics objects, like electrons, muons and jets. The Level 2

Trigger system contains 128 sets of requirements, or trigger filters, which are

associated to the different Level 1 trigger bits. For every incoming event the Level

2 framework checks the Level 1 trigger bits, gathers the digitized information from

the different detectors and runs the corresponding filters. The event rate is thus

reduced to 2 Hz. The typical size of a recorded event is of 500 kBytes. Similarly
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to Level 1, the 128 Level 2 trigger bits can also be prescaled.

3.1.4 The Jet 'I‘riggers

This analysis uses the five inclusive jet triggers. The Level 1 jet triggers required

at least one tile above a certain threshold. The centroid positions of all the Level

1 tiles are then passed to the Level 2. The Level 2 fast jet finding algorithm

starts by finding the ET weighted centroid of a 7 x 7 tower square around each

ET -ordered Level 1 tile. The ET of all trigger towers, not already included in

other Level 2 jet, within a radius of 0.7 in 17—qlspace of this centroid are summed

up to obtain the Level 2 jet ET . The Level 2 single jet filters required at least

one Level 2 jet above a certain threshold. The five filters used in this analysis

are: Jet_20, Jet-30, Jet_50, Jet_85, and Jet_115, where by convention, the number

indicates the Level 2 ET threshold in GeV. The lowest (highest) E1-jet trigger

is also called Jet_Min (Jet_Max). The data collected with the Jet-Min trigger

was only used to produce intermediate results and not the final cross section.

Table 3.1 summarizes the Level 1 and Level 2 requirements the the inclusive jet

triggers used in this analysis.

The inclusive jet cross section falls very steeply with pr , thus the rate of

a given trigger with a certain minimum pq»requirement can be many orders of

magnitude larger than another trigger with a larger threshold. For this reason all

triggers except Jet_Max were prescaled.

3.2 Offline Reconstruction

The raw event data which comes from the detector is given in terms of quantities

such as digitized counts in a calorimeter cell, counts per time bin for a tracking

Chamber wire, and so on. However, these quantities in themselves are not very

interesting. The patterns of ionization in the calorimeter and tracking chambers
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Trigger Name Run Level 1 (GeV) Level 2 (GeV)

Number - 1 tile with - - 1 L2 jet with 

Jet_Min all ET > 3 ET > 20

Jeti30 all ET > 15 ET > 3o

S 77824 ET > 35

Jet-50 77825 5 run 5 85226 ET > 25 ET > 50

2 85227 ET > 15

Jet_85 77824 S ET > 60 ET > 85

2 85227 Er > 35

S 77824 ET > 60

Jet-Max 77825 S run 5 85226 ET > 35 ET > 115

Z 85227 ET > 45

Table 3.1: Level 1 and Level 2 inclusive trigger configurations.

are presumably due to particles originating from a collision which interact within

the detector; the kinematic parameters of these physical objects are needed. The

process of turning the raw detector data into descriptions of objects such as leptons

and jets is called reconstruction, and is carried out by a computer program.

When a quark or gluon leave the site of a hard scattering, it cannot remain

free, but instead hadronizes, or fragments into a collection of colorless hadronic

particles. These particles will typically lie around the direction of motion of the

original parton, and will show up in the detector as a cluster of calorimeter cells.

The digitized signals of the calorimeter cells are converted to GeV according to

test beam measurements, in which the response of calorimeter modules to beams

of known energy was measured. The transverse energy of each cell is calculated

using the position of the primary interaction vertex, as determined by the central

tracking Chambers. Cells with the same n and q)coordinates are summed together
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in the electromagnctic and hadronic calorimeters to produce towers. These towers

are the input to the jet clustering algorithm.

3.2.1 Determination of the Interaction Vertex

The precise determination of the interaction vertex coordinates is essential to

obtain the transverse missing energy of the event and the ET and 17of the jets.

The event vertex position is determined from the tracks reconstructed by the

vertex chamber with a resolution of 50 pm (0.65 —0.95 cm) in the a: —y (z)

position, depending on the number of tracks and their angular distribution. The

difference on the resolution of the vertex coordinates is caused by the fact that the

wires of the vertex Chambers are oriented along the beam direction thus providing

better resolution in the transverse plane than in the z direction. In events with

more than two reconstructed vertices, the vertex finding algorithm determines the

interaction point from the candidate with more tracks [38].

3.2.2 Missing Transverse Energy

The missing transverse energy vector of an event is defined as:

cells cells

rpm my): (-2E1,,-;—2E,.-) (3.1)
1 1

where the sums are aver all calorimeter cells including the Intercryostat Detectors

and Massless Gaps. The missing transverse energy of an event (ET ) is the magni

tude of ÉT. In an ideal calorimeter, a non-zero missing transverse energy indicates

the presence of non-interacting particles in the event, such a high pT neutrino or

muon. Neutrinos do not interact within the calorimeters while a high pT muon be

haves as minimum ionizing particles depositing only about 3 GeV of their energy.

In a real calorimeter, the presence of ET is also affected by electronic and ura

nium noise and the energy and position resolutions. In QCD events small values

of ET are expected.
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3.2.3 Jet Reconstruction Algorithms

The ki and cone jet algorithms were already described in section 1.3. However,

limited computer processing time does not allow these algorithms to run on the

N 6000 .calorimeter towers of the DCZ)calorimeter. Preclustering algorithms are

employed to reduce the number of inputs to the algorithms.

kLPreclustering

The lu algorithm is an (9(n3) algorithm (ie, for n input vectors, N n3 calculations

must be performed). In order to reduce the computer processing time required by

the algorithm a preclustering procedure is used [39]. Towers are merged if they

are close together in 17—45space, or if they have small transverse energy. Cells

with ET < —500MeV are removed, cells with small negative energy are allowed,

but cells with high negative Er are spurious. Next the towers are sorted in 1)—d),

starting at 77= —9and 45= 0, the closest towers are combined into preclusters

suchthat notwopreclustersarewithinAR = W = 0.2.Thecombined

kinematic variables are calculated using the Snowmass prescription [14]:

ET= En + Em

= En Th+ En" 711
ET,i+ Em

Ó = ET,i Ói + ETJ' Ój
ET',‘ + ET'J'

The procedure continues in the d)direction and then it is iterated over increasing

17. Finally, all preclusters with ET < 200 MeV are redistributed to neighboring

preclusters.

The 200 MeV cut was tuned to produce about 200 preclusters per event, to fit

the processing restrictions. The preclustering parameters (AR = 0.2 and ET <

200 MeV) have no effect on the energy of the reconstrcted jets (see appendix A).

In order to perform consistent comparisons between the data and Monte Carlo

simulations the preclustering algorithm is also applied in simulated events.
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Cone Preclustering

In the cone jet algorithm case, calorimeter towers are first sorted in ET, and a

set of ‘seed’ clusters are formed. Starting with the highest-ET tower which has

not yet been assigned to a precluster, the precluster is formed from all contiguous

towers out to a radius of 0.3 in 17-d)space. Preclustering continues until all towers

with ET > 1 GeV have been assigned to a seed cluster. For each precluster, the

ET —weightedcentroid defines the axis of the corresponding jet candidate.

ki and Cone Jets Sample

The implementation of the lu algorithm in the offline event reconstruction en

vironment was done as part of the DQfix software package [40], which was not

used for previous analysis based on the fixed cone algorithm. The DQfix pro

gram produced from the same data sample ki (D = 1) and cone (R = 0.7) jets

simultaneously.

A total of 31573 events were repeated in the DG fixed data. These events

were removed from the sample. Repeated events represented 1.5%, 1.7%, 1.5%

and 2.2% of the cross section for Jet-30, Jet_50, Jet_85 and Jet_Max respectively.

The DG fixed code introduced additional corrections which are not applied

in any earlier version of the standard reconstruction program, DQRECO. One of

these corrections changed the cryostat factors (see Table 3.2) which introduced a

multiplicative correction to the calorimeter cell information which affected k_¡_jets

as well as D0 fixed cone jets [41]. The possible effects of this correction were

studied and determined to be unimportant [42]. The routine to fit secondary

vertices was also changed in DGfix.

The modifications to the cryostat factors and the secondary vertex algorithm

determined that the cone DQfixed data is not identical to the previous DQRECO

outputs. But as it will be shown in chapter 8 the differences are small.
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I]D0 fixed Cryostat Factors

HECN CC ECS

II 1.0609 1.0496 1.0478

Table 3.2: Cryostat factors applied to the energy in the calorimeter cryostats by

the DG fixed code (ECN north cryostat).

3.2.4 Calorimeter Cell Restoration

The number of calorimeter cells with spurious energies and unusually high hit

frequencies, called “hot” cells, observed during Run Ia was high. For Run Ib

the AIDA [43] (Anomalous Isolated Deposit Algorithm) cell suppressor was intro

duced. In each event, prior to jet finding, cells with ET > 10 GeV and more than

20 times the average ET of its first longitudinal neighbors, were suppressed by a

factor of 10-9. Unfortunately, AIDA damaged many good jets by removing good

isolated cells, result from the natural fluctuations due to hadronization, shower

development and calorimeter segmentation.

About 8% of the events had at least one suppressed cell (z 2% more than one

cell). Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of the distance in n —gbspace between the

closest jet centroid and the AIDA cell,

AR = JWM _ ¿un? + ("jet _ ncell)2 (32)

The majority of the cells were removed from a very close vicinity of the jet centroid.

Fortunately, the information of the suppressed cells was included in the DQ fixed

reconstructed data. AIDA cells that were not “true” hot cells were restored to the

jet if they were within AR < 1.0 of the original jet direction and did not carry

more than 50% of the original jet ET . The fET variable represents the amount

of energy in the AIDA cell with respect to the jet and it is defined as:

fET = EÉeII/(Eá‘et + Egel!)
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Figure 3.2: Left: The distribution of the distance between the AIDA cell and the

jet centroid (AR : x/AKJSÏ+ A777)for jets in the ET range of 100 —150 GeV for

the central region. Right: the distribution of fET.

Based on this distribution the cut of 0.5 (50%), which was used for cone jets [43],

was also used for k_[_jets.

The jet kinematic variables were recalculated following the kJ_algorithm re

combination scheme, the jet electromagnetic and coarse hadronic fractions were

also recalculated, and finally the event missing transverse energy (ET ) was ad

justed. The overall effect of the AIDA cell restoration procedure in the resultant

cross section is small, about a 3% [42].

3.2.5 The HTCorrection

The tracking system reconstruction package often finds more than one vertex,

and it may make a mistake in determining which of the vertices corresponds

to the primary interaction. If more than one vertex is present then the two

vertex candidates with the larger number of associated tracks are kept. Then
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the event vertex is selected by choosing the reconstructed vertex which minimizes

the magnitude of the vector sum of the jets ET , this quantity is referred to as

HT. Since the reconstructed data does not have the information of the ET for the

second vertex, Hq-isused instead for the events where the second vertex is selected.

If the true primary vertex determined by this method is not the one found by the

tracking system then all jet kinematic variables are recalculated using this new

vertex position. This procedure lowers the cross section by about 4.5%.



Chapter 4

Data Selection and Associated

Efficiency

In order to measure the inclusive jet cross section, jets that are produced in the

hard interaction have to be identified and reconstructed by the kJ_algorithm. QCD

events are by far the most common result of the pp collision at D0. Nevertheless

there are a number of processes that can mimic the energy deposits left by “true”

jets in the calorimeter. These “fake” jets are mostly caused by cosmic rays, losses

of protons from the main ring into the detectorl, electrons or photons misidentified

as jets, and electronic malfunctions. All of these processes may sometimes generate

a large “fake” energy deposit in the calorimeter which may become a fake jet or

it may be included as part of a good jet.

Event quality cuts, applied in an event-by-event basis, and jet quality cuts,

applied in a jet-by-jet basis, were designed to rem0ve the fake jets and events with

fake energy deposits from the inclusive jet sample. The quality cuts are applied

after running the cell restoration algorithm and the HT correction. These cuts

will occasionally remove a good event or jet, which has fluctuated outside the

range set off by the quality cuts. To determine the inclusive jet cross section it is

lThe Main Ring pipeline runs through the calorimeter.
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necessary to establish the efficiency of the cuts to compensate for the removal of

good events or jets.

4.1 .Cut Efficiency Calculation

Before describing the selection criteria, this section presents a general discussion

on the determination of the selection cuts efficiencies. The first step is to obtain

the “true” distribution of the variable being studied, ie, a distribution containing

only good events or jets. Once this distribution is known, the cut in question is

applied to this true sample, and the efficiency computed as:

Npass5 =
Nlot

Ntot= Npass+ Njail

where NW,5 and Nh,“ are the number of entries from the true sample that pass

and fail the cut being studied and E is its efficiency. By definition the variable

Nm“ is binomialy distributed, therefore the variance of the efficiency is:

V(8)= (4.2)
The systematic error involved in the determination of the cut efficiencies origi

nates from the method used to obtain the true distributions. This contribution,

which is added in quadrature to the binomial error, is estimated from the devi

ation of the original result from that based on a different method to obtain the

true distribution. In the pseudo-rapidity region of this analysis the systematic

contribution is almost negligible.

4.2 Event Selection

Events were selected by applying cuts on the missing transverse energy and on

the position of the selected vertex.
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4.2.1 The Vertex z Position Cut

The Z coordinate of the vertex was required to be within 50 cm of Z = 0. This cut

excludes events with jets which showered in the poorly instrumented intercryo

stat region and thus would degrade the resolution, and not events believed to be

background. In addition, due to the pseudo-projective nature of the D0 detector,

jet pseudorapidity is less precisely measured the further from the detector’s center

the vertex is found. Given that the primary vertex reconstruction efficiency does

not depend on z, the efficiency of the vertex position cut (shown in Table 4.1) is

calculated as the number of events that pass the cut divided the total number of

events (Figure 4.1).

Filter Name Vertex Cut Efficiency

JET-30 0.8918 :l: 0.0004

J ET_50 0.8936 :t 0.0006

J ET_85 0.8968 :l: 0.0004

JET-MAX 0.8927 :l: 0.0006

Table 4.1: Vertex cut efliciency for each jet trigger.

4.2.2 The Missing Transverse Energy Cut

A cut based on the missing transverse energy of the event is introduced to remove

cosmic showers and other unusual contamination that survives the standard jet

cuts. This cut relies on momentum conservation, thus it can not be very strict

since fluctuations in the jet energy deposits, due to resolution effects, cracks in

the calorimeter, etc, may introduce high ET to a good QCD event.

Instead of directly cutting on the ET of the event, the cut weights the missing

transverse energy with that of the leading jet. The missing transverse energy
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Figure 4.1: Distributions of the Z coordinate of the vertex position for the four

jet triggers.

fraction of the event is defined as:

RMTE= _l_
E‘Tj

where ET is the missing transverse energy of the event and is the transverse

energy of the leading jet, which was required to pass the jet quality cuts (see

section 4.3). If the second vertex has been selected then the ET is replaced by

missing HT (see section 3.2.5).

A typical distribution of RMTE is shown in Figure 4.2. Following what was

done in previous analyses using the fixed cone algorithm [15],events were rejected

if the RMTE exceeded 0.7. The ET cut used for the central cone cross section [44]

of RMTE < 0.3 was not used because it removed good jets at high energies (see

section 8.3). This cut was determined to be 99.8% efficient.
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Figure 4.2: 1/RMTE distribution for jets with pT between 60 and 80 GeV. The

vertical arrow shows where the cut is applied.

4.3 Jet Selection

QCD analyses use a number of “quality cuts” to discriminate between good and

fake jet. These cuts are known as the standard jet quality cuts. This analysis

makes use of these well studied [45]cuts to remove the fake jets from the inclusive

¡SLjet sample:

o The electromagnetic fraction of the total jet energy (EMF), i.e. the fraction

of the transverse energy deposited in the electromagnetic modules of the

calorimeter, was required to be between 5% and 95% in order to remove jets

with noisy cells in the electromagnetic or hadronic calorimeter. It also effec

tively discriminates between hadronic and electromagnetic showers, though

in any case, photon and electron production are not a background to worry

about since their cross sections are orders of magnitude smaller than the jet

cross section.

The coarse hadronic fraction (CHF) cut required less than 40% of the total

energy of the jet in the coarse hadronic layers of the calorimeter. This cut

is designed to remove main ring contamination.
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Figure 4.3: The EMF (top) and CHF (bottom) distribution of JET_50 jets of

100—120GeV with only the vertex cut applied, the vertical lines indicate the low

and high EMF cuts (top) and the CHF cut (bottom). The dashed line on the plot

on the bottom is the CHF distribution after the RMTEand EMF cuts.

The distributions of EMF and CHF are shown in Figure 4.3. T0 obtain the

efficiency of the EMF cut, the “true” EMF distribution was inferred by applying

restrictive z < 30 cm) and RMTE(RMTE<0.3) cuts to the sample. Monte

Carlo studies have shown that EMF distributions of good jets extend from EMF=

0 to EMF= 1 [45]. After the restrictíve z and RMTE cuts are applied, the same

behavior is observed in the data. Thus the efficiencyof this cut is the ratio of the

number of jets with EMF e [0.05,0.95] to the total number ofjets. To estimate

the efficiency of the coarse hadronic fraction cut a similar procedure is folloewd.

The efficiency is again determined from the ratio of jets with CHF< 0.4 to the

total number ofjets.

The efficiency of the combined EMF and CHF cuts is shown in Figure 4.4 [46].

The errors were added in quadrature and then fit to a straight line.
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Figure 4.4: Combined efficiency of EMF and CHF cuts as a function of jet mo

mentum.

Previous analyses based on the fixed cone algorithm included a third cut, the

hot cell fraction (HCF) cut. The (HCF) is defined as the ratio of the transverse

energies of the second most energetic cell in the jet to that of the most energetic

one. This information was not included in the [ELntuples. Fortunater this third

cut is redundant and it does not affect the quality of the jets [45].
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Chapter 5

Jet Momentum Calibration

The jet momentum measured by the DG calorimeters is distorted by detector

efl'ects as well as by additional hadronic products resulting from the partons which

do not participate in the hard scattering (the underlying event).

In order to obtain the momentum of the objects of interest before their inter

action with the calorimeter, an average correction is applied, the scale correction,

that restores the measured jet momentum to the final state particle level momen

tum. Hadronization effects are not taken into account in this correction, there is

no intention to correct the measured jet momentum to the parton level. This is

the most important correction of this analysis, in the sense that it has the largest

effect on the result. Due to the stcepness of the spectra (see section 7.2), a small

change in the momentum of the jets causes a large change in the cross section.

This correction is also the largest source of uncertainty in the inclusive jet cross

section.

5.1 Momentum Scale Correction

The particle jet momentum is obtained by substracting the offset contribution

to the calorimeter jet momentum and then dividing by the jet response. The
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offset part of the correction accounts for the momentum of the reconstructed jet

not associated with the hard interaction itself: the uranium and electronic noise,

pile-up from previous pï) interactions, background from spectator partons and

additional pp interactions. The response corrects for the calorimeter momentum

response to jets and has little dependence on the jet algorithm.

Because the jet definition is given by the algorithm employed, the calibration

will depend on the choice of the jet algorithm. Nevertheless some detector effects

are independent of this choice. The lu and cone scale corrections are very similar,

in fact, the ki momentum scale correction is based on the calibration of cone

jets [47];though the cone energy scale includes an additional factor which accounts

for the fraction of the calorimeter shower not included inside the cone jet.

Given the measured jet momentum (pS-’25“),the corresponding particle level

momentum ( ji?) is given by the following relation, with C being the instanta

neous luminosity and 77"“and pá“ the jet pseudo-rapidity and transverse momen

tum respectively: _ .

¡”td P31?“ -Po(n’e‘, 7555)¡ja = ——_j7—_'et——
Rjet(77 3 T )

where po is the offset contribution from the underlying event and noise, and Rm

(5.1)

is the calorimeter response to jets. The offset correction is derived from studies of

energy deposition patterns in minimum and zero bias events, while the response

correction is measured using the missing ET projection method.

After event reconstruction, the kLjet momentum is corrected following equa

tion 5.1. The calibration is implemented in the KTFIX module, part of the DQfix

program, which also provides the associated errors.

5.1.1 Offset Correction

The offset correction removes from the reconstructed calorimeter jet the portion

of the momentum which is not associated with the hard interaction. The total
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offset can be written as:

po = One + Ozb (5.2)

where Om, is the offset from the underlying event and Ozb is the offset due to

the overall detector environment. The source of the 02,, is the combined effect of

the noise caused by the uranium radioactivity, pile-up and multiple interactions.

The pile-up contribution to the offset is caused by the long shaping time of the

calorimeter electronics, the drift time of the electrons in the calorimeter cells is

about 450 ns, much shorter than the 3.5 us bunch crossing time. The One and

Ozb contributions are determined with a similar method, by overlaying data to

Monte Carlo events. Monte Carlo samples of the 2 —) 2 parton process were

generated by HERWIG(version 5.9) [29] with the underlying event turned off.

These samples are then processed through the GEANT[36] detector simulation

package which provides a cell-level simulation of the calorimeter response and

resolution. The digitized Monte Carlo events are then passed to the calorimeter

reconstruction and jet finding packages, which defines the first sample of jets, the

MC or Monte Carlo sample. The detector simulation does not include the effects

of the uranium noise, nor the accelerator conditions causing multiple interactions

and pile-up. The effect of these processes is modeled using zero bias events, which

are random pï) bunch crossing. The digitized calorimeter signals of these zero bias

events are overlayed to the Monte Carlo digitized output and then passed through

the reconstruction packages to produce a second jet sample, the ZB or zero bias

sample. The two samples are compared on an event-by-event basis matching jets

in the two samples which are close in n —d) space (AR < 0.5). The Ozb offset

contribution is then determined from the difference in the pr of the matched jets.

This contribution depends on the luminosity through the additional interactions

and the pile-up contributions. Figure 5.1 shows the Ozbcontribution as a function

of jet pseudo-rapidity for different instantaneous luminosities.

The offset caused by the underlying event, Oue, is determined using minimum
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Figure 5.1: The offset Ozb contribution as a function of jet pseudo-rapidity for

different instantaneous luminosities (L = 14, 10,5,3, 0.1 x1030cm‘2 s’l) indicated

by the different symbol points. The curves are fits to the points at different LI,

motivated by the functional form in [47]. The average correction for the central

pseudo-rapidity region is about 2.6 GeV.

bias events, which require a hard scattering (see section 3.1.1). In addition to

One, minimum bias events include the effects of uranium noise, multiple interac

tions and pile-up. While the pile-up and multiple interactions contributions are

luminosity dependent, the uranium noise and underlying event are not. The con

tributions of pile-up and multiple interactions are negligible at low luminosities,

Where only the effects of the underlying event and uranium noise are relevant.

Zero bias events at low luminosity only contain the offset due to the uranium

noise. Thus the Oue is extracted from the pT difference of matched jets in the

minimum and zero bias samples at low luminosity. The Onecontribution is shown

in Figure 5.2 as a function of jet pseudo-rapidity, the average correction at central

7)is about 1.3 GeV.
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Figure 5.2: Oue contribution as a function of jet pseudo-rapidity.

5.1.2 Jet Response

The calorimeter is calibrated from test beam data based on cell energy deposition

for known incident particles assuming ideal instrumentation and linear response.

However, in pp?collision data, after reconstruction, the response may be less than

unity due to non-linear response to low energy particles, uninstrumented regions

of the detector and module-to-module response fiuctuations. The calorimeter

response to jets removes, in average, these effects.

Since Monte Carlo simulations do not mimic the jet momentum response and

resolution to within uncertainties needed by this analysis [52],the jet momentum

response measurement is derived from collider data, based on the pT conservation

in photon-jet ("y-jet)events [47]. The hadronic response is derived from the better

understood electromagnetic response, using that in photon-jet events the trans

verse missing ET should be zero. The photon momentum scale is determined from

Z —>e+e‘, J /1,12and 7r° data samples using the masses of these known particles.

In a two body 'y-jet event, at particle level, the total missing transverse energy

is zero:

531+figarticlejetz 0
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However, the measured —calorimeter level —photon and jet transverse momenta

may not balance:

fijr + cht 172;!= _ÉT (5-4)

where RJ-etis the calorimeter response to jets'. Multiplying this equation by the

unit vector 1‘17along the transverse direction of the photon and using that at

particle level, p} = -ñ—y52;!

ñ'y ÉTRjet=1+Ï=I+MFF
The missing ET projection fraction (MPF) expresses the response in terms of well

measured quantities. The jet response is expected to be momentum dependent.

To avoid resolution and trigger biases which affect the measured jet momentum

(pflfas), Rm is binned in terms of E’ = 13'T cosh nm, and then mapped onto pflï“.

Both fi1}and nie, are well measured quantities. Ric, and E’ depend only on the jet

position, which has little dependence on the jet algorithm. Figure 5.3 shows the

calorimeter response to ki jets as a function of pm“. Though the jet response as

given by equation 5.5 does not depend on the jet algorithm, Figure 5.3 depends

on the algorithm through pflf“.

5.2 Width dependence of the Response

The MPF [47]method uses missing ET (calculated as the vector sum of the trans

verse energies of all towers in the event) to infer the calorimeter response in the

direction opposite to the photon. As stated above, the missing Eq- is projected

onto the photon direction for this purpose and the result divided by photon ET .

One plus this quantity (which is negative because the direction of the photon is

opposite to that of the missing ET) is what we call “the response of the calorimeter

to the energy cluster centered around the direction opposite to the photon”. This

lThe electromagnetic response is assumed to be one.
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Figure 5.3: The calorimeter jet response (RJ-et)for ki jets with D = 1.0 as a

function of measured jet momentum. The functional form of the fit is Rjet =

a+ b lnp+c lnzp (see [41]).

quantity is independent of the jet algorithm (no algorit-hmis used to calculate the

MPF
This method provides the right response for the recoil of the photon. The

response to narrow hadronic energy clusters is better than the response to wide

clusters of the same energy in the same calorimeter region. Previous studies [48]

showed that the Width of the recoil of the photon, of the sample used to derive

the response using the MPF method, had the same average value than the jet

object in the data sample. Though the Width variable was calculated with towers

inside the cone jet no difference is expected by using the ¡CLalgorithlm, because the

response is a property of the energy cluster and does not depend on the difference

in Width calculated for the cluster using different algorithms.
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5.3 Misclustering

The MPF method, through missing ET, uses a vector sum Er definition to deter

mine the response. The cone algorithm assigns the scalar sum ET of the towers

to the jet’s ET . This produces a bias because MPF finds missing energy (lost by

projecting the towers at the edge of the cone) which is not really missing from the

scalar sum ET used to derive the jet’s ET . There is not such a bias in the case

of the kj algorithm because it uses 4-vectors to determine the jet’s pT .

Although ki jets are not affected by “showering losses outside the cone” they

might be affected by “micslustered energy", energy incorrectly assigned to a jet

at calorimeter level [48] (gained or lost). The effect would be minimal for an

isolated jet, and gradually increases as other jets become closer in 17—d) space.

Misclustering might be included partially or totally by the MPF method [49].

A full HERWlG-GEANTMonte Carlo sample (plate level) was used to determine

the magnitude of the effect. Figure 5.4 shows, for the first two leading matched

(AR = W < 0.2)jets in the event,the ratio of calorimeterto particle

jet pT as a function of the closest jet (in n —gbspace). All jets had to satisfy the

standard quality cuts. A straight line was fitted to the points. From the plot one

concludes that the leading jets loose energy to the other jets as these are closer in

space. One also notes that, taking into account that the average distance between

“good” jets in the data sample is AR N 1.6 [42],the maximum effect is of the order

of N 1.5% (that comes from the difference of the fit in Figure 5.4 at AR = 1.6

and 3). The error assigned to the ki momentum scale due to misclustering was

1% [48].

5.4 Monte Carlo Closure

To test the method used to determine the momentum correction a Monte Carlo

sample can be used. The energy correction is derived from a Monte Carlo direct
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Figure 5.4: Misclustering effect studies. Ratio of calorimeter to particle jet pT as a

function of the distance to the closest jet (in n —d)space) from a plate level Monte

Carlo sample. The points were fitted with a straight line, the fitted parameters

being m = 0.010 :t 0.006 and b = 0.98 :l: 0.02.

photon sample. ki jets are reconstructed and their corrected momenta compared

to the true values for the respective particle jets. Figure 5.5 shows that the

calorimeter jets after the momentum correction agree well with the particle level

jets. This is not a test of the offset because the Monte Carlo does not include

uranium noise, multiple interactions and pile-up. This will be discussed further

in section 8.4.1.
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Figure 5.5: Monte Carlo closure test for lu jets with D = 1.0 in the central

pseudo-rapidity region (|77|< 0.5).
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Chapter 6

Jet Momentum Resolutions

The inclusive jet cross section is measured as a function of the jet transverse mo

mentum. As it will be shown on chapter 7, the finite momentum resolution of

the detector distorts the observed cross section. In order to remove this effect it

is necessary, in the first place, to determine the jet transverse momentum reso

lution as a function of pp. This chapter presents the measurement of the ki jet

momentum resolution and discusses the differences between the k_Land cone jet

C3868.

6.1 Determination of the Jet Momentum

Resolutions

The jet pr resolution is measured for jets rcconstructed with the ki algorithm

for |17|< 0.5 using di-jet events from collider data. The method was originally

devised for the cone case [50, 15], and relies on the fact that both jets in a di-jet

event should have equal transverse momenta, any difference between the measured

values being attributable to the resolution of the detector.

The di-jet balance method used to determine the kijet momentum resolution

relies on the asymmetry variable A, which is defined, for di-jet events, as the
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difference of the pr of the twojets divided by the sum of the transverse momentum:

A=m (6.1)
Pm + Pm

where pm and pm; are the transverse momenta of the two jets. In the absence

of any resolution effects, the two jets will have equal transverse momentum.

Assuming that pm and pm have the same expectation values and variances,

E(PT,1)= E(PT.2)E PT z +pm) and Var(pT_1)= Va7-(pm) E 0:7,
the fractional transverse momentum resolution is related to the variance of the

asymmetry distribution by:

ai = Jim (6.2)
PT

Thus by measuring the asymmetry distributions one can obtain the pT resolution.

The dijet method, based on the conservation of transverse momentum, as

sumes there are only two jets in the event which have the same pq". After the

momentum scale correction is applied, di-jet events are selected by requiring a

back-to-back cut of 5° to the two leading jets. Events are also required not to

have a reconstructed third jet transverse momentum higher than 8 GeV (dijet

cut). The three leading jets are required to pass the jet quality cuts (see sec

tion 4.3). The asymmetry distributions (see Figure 6.1) are fitted using a binned

maximum likelihood technique, integrating the fitted gaussian function over the

bin width [51]. Special care has to be taken to ensure that the trigger is fully

efficient. Otherwise events in which the leading jet fluctuates high are favored,

this generates a bump in the asymmetry distribution as shown in Figure 6.2.

The dijet asymmetry method does not return the correct fractional pT resolu

tions. The two leading jets of an event may not balance due to extra jets in the

event with pT < 8 GeV (soft radiation), detector resolution, noise and underly

ing event fluctuations, algorithm effects and the particle imbalance contribution

to the resolution. Most of these effects must be included in the resolution used

to unsmear the jet p1-distributions, while others, like the soft radiation and the
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Figure 6.1: Asymmetry distributions, the pT range of the plot on the left (right)

is 40 —47 GeV (106 —113 GeV). The fits shown are gaussian.

particle jet imbalance contributions have to be removed. The two effects distort

the pT resolution estimated by the di-jet balance method. The soft radiation blas

is caused by jets below the third jet soft radiation cut, which prevent the two

leading jets from balancing in the transverse plane. Therefore, the measured res

olutions are overestimates of the true resolutions. The second effect originates

from the fact that at particle level, di-jets may not balance due to misclustering

effects (incorrectly assigned, or not assigned7 momentum to the jets). This con

tribution, referred to as the particle imbalance contribution, has to be removed.

The following sections discuss these corrections.

The 8 GeV cut on the third jet was originally chosen in cone jet resolutions

studies because clusters below 8 GeV were removed from the sample, although jets

with energy below this value could result because of splitting and merging [52].

For all the events reconstructed using the ki algorithm, there was always a recon

structed third jet (which is not the case with the cone algorithm). The minimum

pT of the jets is only limited by the 200 MeV cut applied in the pre-clustering

procedure of the calorimeter cells. The fact that these lower energy jets are re

constructed allows a for better study of the soft radiation correction, discussed
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Figure 6.2: The asymmetry distribution for Jet_50 data with the pT of the leading

jet between 50 and 60 GeV. In order to remove the bump at the center of the

distribution, the trigger has to be 100% eflicient. Jet_50 was used above 100 GeV.

below.

6.1.1 Soft Radiation Correction

In order to evaluate and remove the bias caused by third jets below the di-jet cut,

the resolutions were determined from samples with increasingly restrictive di-jet

cuts, from 40 to 4 GeV. The results are then extrapolated to the ideal case in

which the di-jet cut is zero.

For each asymmetry bin the following ratio is calculated:

a Cut=e GeV a Cut=8 GeV
_P_T_ fl. 6.3(m) 4m) < >

Each ratio is then fitted with a straight line and extrapolated to e = 0. Figure 6.3

shows the ratios for two pr ranges, see [53] for a complete set of plots. Defining

K(PT) as:
a Cut:0 GeV a Cut=8 GeVKtm= / (6.4)¡DT PT
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the unbiased fractional ET resolution is obtained from:

(OE)=Km)>< (6.5)PT

The functional form for K is K(pT) = 1 —exp(—a —BpT). Figure 6.4 shows the

result for K (pT) as well as the best values for the parameters. As expected the

size of the correction decreases as the transverse momentum increases.

o 0.1 l ' ' ' Y I l I ' ' l ' j c 0.1 z I ' ' ' ' l ' ' ' l ' ' l ' | ' :
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Figure 6.3: Resolution ratios versus dijet threshold. ET range are 113 —130 GeV

(left) and 130 —150 GeV (right).

The point-to-point correlations in the ratio plots are very large because each

sample is a sub-sample of the previous one. A conservative uncertainty for K (pT),

is obtained by adding in quadrature the error in the fit and the variation in the

value obtained for K if only the last six thresholds (10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 GeV)

are used.

6.1.2 Particle Level Imbalance Subtraction

The contribution of the particle level imbalance can be estimated applying the

dijet pT balance method to Monte Carlo particle level events, after the soft radia

tion correction is applied. The result obtain for (apT/pTlpje‘)asymfrom a HERWIG
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Figure 6.4: Soft radiation correction as a function of pT . The dashed line is

the cone result (see section 6.3.1). The fit is K(pT) = 1 —exp(—a —flpT) With

a : 1.27 i 0.11 and B = 0.0064 :l: 0.0011.

sample is shown in Figure 6.5 (along with the result for cone, which will be ex

plained in section 6.3.1). The corrected fractional ET resolutions is obtained from

0' 2 0' 2 0' 2

(la) = —(¿T-Im) (6.6)pT pT asym pT asym

where the suffix asym stands for the K (pT) corrected resolution.

the expression:

6.1.3 ki Resolutions

The resolutions for |77|< 0.5 are given in Table 6.1 and plotted in Figure. 6.6.

The final pT resolution is parameterized as:

N2 2
“fl: —2+ïg——+c2 (6.7)
p pT pT

Which is a standard functional form. The first term, N, accounts for the noise

contribution at low momentum, S is the sampling term (see section 2.2.2) and the

constant term, C, is the resolution limit at high pT. The band in Figure 6.6 is
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Figure 6.5: ki particle imbalance contribution determined from a HERWIGMonte

Carlo sample (open circles). The full circles are the particle imbalance contribu

tion for cone jets, the dashed line is the result from [54].

the total systematic error, obtained by propagating the errors from the gaussian

fits to the asymmetry distributions, the error in the determination of K (ET), the

error of the particle imbalance substraction, and an additional 0.5% error. The

later contribution accounts for the error in the asymmetry method estimated by

the Monte Carlo closure test (see section 6.3.2). The error contribution and the

correlation matrix can be found in [53].
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Figure 6.6: kL Jet pT fractional resolution for |77|< 0.5.

(p? + p?) / 2 Uncorrected Soft Rad. Part. Corrected

(GeV) Resolutions Corr. Corr. Resolutions

43.3 0.133 :i: 0.003 0.771 0.046 0.094 :E 0.003

50.4 0.115 :1:0.003 0.809 0.040 0.082 :J: 0.003

64.3 0.099 :l: 0.003 0.808 0.032 0.074 :t 0.003

74.8 0.093 :1:0.003 0.811 0.028 0.072 :l: 0.003

90.3 0.082 :i: 0.002 0.845 0.024 0.064 :l: 0.002

109.3 0.071 :1:0.001 0.851 0.020 0.058 :Ï: 0.001

120.5 0.070 :Ï: 0.001 0.922 0.019 0.058 zi:0.001

138.4 0.061 :t 0.001 0.846 0.017 0.051 :‘c0.001

166.0 0.057 i 0.001 0.913 0.014 0.050 :E 0.001

218.9 0.052 :‘c0.002 0.943 0.012 0.047 i 0.002

Table 6.1: Measured resolutions for [nl < 0.5
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6.2 Monte Carlo Closure Test

The accuracy of the asymmetry based single jet resolution measurement can

be determined using HERWIGMonte Carlo events. These include particle and

calorimeter level simulation, allowing a direct comparison between particle jets

and calorimeter jets. The calorimeter jets are matched to the particle jets and

the variance of the ratio between their transverse energies is taken as the “straight”

resolution (E%“'/E#°”). The asymmetry method is then applied, using only calorime

ter jets. A comparison between both results is a test of the asymmetry method

to within its uncertainty.

Each of the first two leading particle jets are matched to one of the two

leading calorimeter jets, whichever is closer in the n —45space, if the condition,

AR = W < 0.2,is satisfied.Thecut of0.2ischosenbecauseit accom

modates both poor resolution low pr jets and good resolution high p7-jets [51].

The distributions of E;“‘/E%°” are centered on one after applying the Monte Carlo

ki momentum scale correction.

The soft radiation and particle imbalance corrected asymmetry derived res

olution is in good agreement, within errors, with the straight resolution, see Fi

gure 6.7. Also included in the plot is a straight line fit to the points. A conservative

error of 0.2% for systematic errors due to the measurement method is assigned.

6.3 Consistency Checks

6.3.1 Cone Consistency Check

As a cross check of the results obtained for the kL algorithm, the resolutions for

jets reconstructed using the cone algorithm were calculated using the ¡CLDQlfixed

data sample, which also contain cone jet information. Figure 6.8 shows the soft

radiation correction for cone jets measured from the DQfixed sample. The energy
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between resolutions obtained with the asymmetry and

the straight resolution methods using a Monte Carlo sample.

of the cone jets was corrected using CAFIX5.2 [48]. Figure 6.9 shows the excellent

agreement between the result using the cone jets from the ki data sample and the

one from reference [45], using the same particle imbalance contribution.

The particle imbalance contribution has also been recalculated using the cone

information of the HERWIGlu samples. The result obtained is 03-04% above

the one used in reference [51]. Since the particle imbalance contribution, which is

about two and a half times smaller than the uncorrected result, gets subtracted

in quadrature (see section 6.1.2), a small difference of 0.3% is immaterial. Thus,

the cone (R = 0.7) resolutions for the central region < 0.5) using the kJ_data

sample are in very good agreement with previous results [45, 51].

6.3.2 Cross Checks of the Monte Carlo Closure Test

The Monte Carlo closure test was also done using the cone jets of the lu HERWIG

sample. The response and offset correction as detailed in [48]were applied to the
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Figure 6.8: The soft radiation correction, K (ET), as a function of ET for cone.jets

with R : 0.7 and in the central region < 0.5). The dashed line is the result

in reference [51].
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Figure 6.9: Cone consistency check, the back points are the result obtained in this

analysis and the dashed line is the result from reference [51].
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jets. After these corrections the distributions of Eïl/Eï” were not centered in

one, but off by 3%l . A correction factor was applied to the sample to center the

distributions in one.

The E%“'/E¿’}mratio is in good agreement with the resolutions calculated using

the asymmetry method. This result is consistent with previous ones [51].
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o 5'0 160 150

-0.02 .
-0.03 N >

Difference(¡(ET)/ET
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DO'°'°5( 260 2so 34
Energy (GeV)

Figure 6.10: Cone Monte Carlo closure test.

6.3.3 Plate Level ki and Cone Straight Resolutions

As another check of the results, the straight resolutions were extracted using a

full HERWIG-GEANTMonte Carlo sample (plate level) for both ¡CLand cone jets.

This is the best Monte Carlo sample, in the sense that it most closely simulates

the data. Calorimeter jets were matched to particle jets as done in the case of

showerlibed Monte Carlo, see section 6.3.2.

The distributions of El?“/ E511”were not centered on one, and, because there is

no energy (or momentum) scale correction for either ¡CLnor cone plate level Monte

lBecause the momentum correction applied to the Monte Carlo jets was not compleate.
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Carlo jets, an ad hoc correction was applied to the calorimeter jets, 6% for lu and

7% for cone, which centered the distributions in one.

The sample available only allowed for one energy bin to be studied, 60 - 90

GeV, see Figure 6.11. The top plot is the straight resolutions for ki (D = 1) and

the bottom one is for cone (R = 0.7). Though the ¡CLstraight resolution is 4%

below the cone one, the error bands overlap and the result is consistent with the

experimental measurement and with the closure tests.
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Figure 6.11: The straight resolutions from a plate level Monte Carlo sample. Top:

la , 60 GeV (left) and 80 GeV bins. Bottom: cone 60 GeV (left) and 80 GeV

bins.
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6.3.4 Comparison between ki and Cone resolutions

Uncorrected fractional resolutions

Figure 6.12 shows the comparison of the uncorrected fractional resolutions with

a third jet cut of 8 GeV. Before doing any corrections the resolutions for k_Ljets

(D = 1.0) are about 0.01 (in absolute value) below the resolutions for cone jets

(R = 0.7) as shown by the difference between the fits, see bottom of Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: kL and cone raw asymmetry comparison (third jet cut of 8 GeV).

The bottom plot shows the absolute difference between the two.

Soft Radiation Correction

The soft radiation correction is larger for kLjets, specially at lower energies. This

could be caused by the inefficiency of the cone algorithm to reconstruct low energy

jets [52]. Figure 6.13 shows the ratio of the soft radiation corrections for lu and

cone.
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Figure 6.13: Ratio of the nominal soft radiation correction for cone and ki jets.
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Figure 6.14: Cone and ¡CLjet fractional resolutionfor < 0.5.

Final Resolutions Comparison

Figure 6.14 shows the nominal result for the cone resolutions [45]and the kLresult,

Figure 6.15 shows the absolute difference between the ¡9Land cone fits. At low

energies the difference is dominated by the different soft radiation corrections while

at medium and high energies the intrinsic difference in the uncorrected fractional

resolutions account for the result.

ki and Cone Resolutions With Matched Jets

In an effort to understand the differences between the kl and cone results, the

resolutions for both algorithms were studied using matched jets (cone to ki
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Figure 6.15: Difference of the nominal fits to ki and cone resolutions.

The asymmetry distributions were fitted with a gaussian in this study. Only the

events which satisfy the following criteria were used:

1. Events had to satisfied selection criteria (see chapter 4).

2. Same vertex for cone and ki .

3. No AIDA cells in the event.

4. Cone and ki jets have to pass the back-to-back and dijet cuts.

5. Match cone to lu jets (AR < 0.5, two leading jets).

The asymmetry distributions were filled with the most restrictive trigger cuts.

Figure 6.16 shows the AR distribution between the leading two cone and ki jets.

Only matches with AR < 0.5 were used.

Figure 6.17 shows the widths of the asymmetry distributions for both cone and

ki with matched jets and a dijet cut of 8 GeV. There is no significant difference

between the two uncorrected resolutions. Below 90 GeV the statistics is poor,

but above this energy both results are below the dashed line that is the latest

fully corrected result for cone [45]. The soft radiation correction and the particle

imbalance subtraction would further decrease the results.

One could explain the different results between matched and not matched cone

jet resolutions if the soft radiation is underestimated in the cone case because the
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Figure 6.16: AR between the leading two cone jets and the matched ki jets.

cone algorithm does not reconstruct low energy jets. This is not the case for the

kJ_algorithm. Figure 6.18 shows the ET distribution of kj jets above the cut of

8 GeV for events that passed the dijet cut for cone. Of the 19338 events that pass

the cone quality, back-to-back and dijet (of 8 GeV) cuts, 5760 have a third ki jet

above 8 GeV, which the cone algorithm presumably failed to reconstruct. After

matching the jets and applying the back-to-back and dijet cut to the k_Ljets, the

events with soft radiation that were not reconstructed by the cone algorithm are

removed, selecting events where the two leading cone jets are better balanced. If

no matching is done between ¡cl and cone jets then the cone jets yield a larger

resolution as shown in Figure 6.6. However these results should be taken with care

as the matching of jets can introduce biases (for example towards more narrow

jets).

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the determination of the ¡cljet momentum resolutions has been

described in detail. Closure of the method to derive the resolutions was obtained

using a Monte Carlo sample, and from this Closure a 0.5% systematic error was

added to the other uncertainties. As a cross check to the kL resolutions, the
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Figure 6.17: Uncorrected resolution using matched ¡CL(open circles and upper box)

and cone jets with a dijet cut of 8 GeV. The bottom dotted line is ki corrected

result (soft radiation and particle irnbalance corrections applied), the dashed line

is cone’s final result [45].
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Figure 6.18: Transverse momentum of the third ki jet for events without without

a third cone jet with ET above 8 GeV.
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cone jet resolutions were calculated from the DlZlfixeddata. The DQlfixed cone

resolutions were in excellent agreement with previous (non DGfixed) results. The

closure test of the dijet balance method for the D®fixed cone sample was also

in agreement with the previous result. The difference between the ¡CLand cone

resolutiens may be explained because lu jets are expected to be less sensitive to

showering fluctuations, and the fact that the ¡CLalgorithm reconstructs low energy

jets more efliciently.



Chapter 7

The Inclusive Cross Section

The double difierential jet cross section with respect to jet pseudo-rapidity and

transverse momentum is defined by dza/(dpq' dn). After the momentum scale

correction, the experimental measurement of the single inclusive jet cross section,

binned in terms opr and n, is determined as:

d20 _ _ , N

<—dedn>(pp —)Jet +/\) ——ApTAngL (7.1)

where the brackets indicate an average over the pr and n bins, N the number

of accepted jets in this bin, Apr and A7; are the bin sizes and 8 is the total

efficiency in this bin. L is the integrated luminosity which sets the normalization

of the measurement.

This chapter presents the results for the cross section measurement. The

luminosity determination is discussed first, followedby the observed cross section.

The effect of the finite momentum resolution on the observed cross section needs to

be removed, this is done by the “unsmearing” procedure described in section 7.3.

The final inclusive jet cross section is presented in section 7.4 together with the

error matrix of the measurement.
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7.1 Luminosity Determination

The instantaneous luminosity is the number of pï) crossings per unit time and

unit area. The integrated luminosity of a certain period of time is obtained by

summing the instantaneous luminosities over the given period. The luminosity

is obtained by measuring the rate of non-diffractive inelastic collisions [55]. This

rate is measured by the Level0 detector and corrected by its acceptance, multiple

interaction events and beam halo.

The luminosity is measured for each individual trigger to account for different

prescales and dead times. The integrated luminosity for the four triggers used in

this analysis as taken from the Production Data Base is listed in Table 7.1. The

luminosities for the ki inclusive cross section are not the same to the ones used in

the previous run Ib cone cross section analyses [15] because, as the ¡CLdata was

process through DGfix, the runs used are not the same. For a detailed list of the

runs used in this analysis refer to [56].

Trigger Name Lum (pb‘l)

Jet-30 0.362

Jet_50 4.86

Jet_85 51.5

Jet_Max 87.6

Table 7.1: Trigger luminosities for the run Ib runs used in the ki inclusive cross

section analysis as extracted from the Production Data Base.

Due to discrepancies observed among trigger versions the luminosities for trig

gers Jet_30 and Jet_50 are poorly determined. These luminosities were established

by matching the p7-spectrum associated with each trigger as described in sec

tion 7.1.2. First, however, it is necessary to determine the trigger thresholds, ie,

the transverse momentum in which each trigger becomes fully efficient.
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7.1.1 Trigger Thresholds

In order to determine the transverse momentum where each trigger becomes fully

efficient, the ratio of two of the pT corrected trigger cross sections is measured,

requiring all the events to pass the less restrictive trigger (ie, for Jet_85/Jet_50

events are required to pass Jet_50). This ratio should approach unity if the less

restrictive trigger sample is a complete subset of the more restrictive one when

both are fully efficient. If this is not the case, the ratio will approach some

arbitrary value given by the relative prescales of the two triggers. Figure 7.1

shows the “turn ons” for triggers Jet_30, Jet_50, Jet_85, and Jet_Max (Jet..Min

was used for the turn on of Jet_30), the transverse momentum at which each

trigger is fully efficient is tabulated in Table 7.2.

Trigger Name Fully Efficient at

Jet_30 60 GeV

Jet_50 100 GeV

Jet-85 150 GeV

Jet_Max 200 GeV

Table 7.2: Jet trigger thresholds.

7.1.2 Trigger Matching

The luminosities of the two highest jet triggers, Jet_85 and Jet_Max, were ex

tracted from the production database based on the run number information. Un

fortunately, since there is no information for the D®fixed streams in the produc

tion database, it is not possible to obtain the errors on the luminosities accu

rately [57], thus a conservative error of 8% is assigned to each trigger luminosity.

As mentioned before, the luminosities for Jet_30 and Jet_50 were not avail

able for technical reasons, and had to be indirectly inferred by matching their
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Figure 7.1: Triggers turn on.

pT spectrum to that of a higher energy trigger with well measured luminosity in

the region where the latter is fully efficient. Jet_50 was matched to Jet_85 above

150 GeV, and then Jet_30 to the already corrected Jet_50, above 119 GeV. The

overlap region of the two consecutive triggers is fitted with a constant, as shown

in Figure 7.2, frorn which the corrected luminosity is calculated. Table 7.3 list the

corrected luminosities for each trigger and the associated errors. The matching

procedure introduces an additional uncertainty to the lower triggers.

Trigger Name Luminosity Error

(pb‘l) (‘76)

JET_3O 0.332 9.8

J ET_50 4.36 9.3

J ET-85 51.5 8

JET-MAX 87.6 8

Table 7.3: Trigger luminosities.
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Figure 7.2: Ratio of trigger cross sections, from Top to bottom: Jet_Max/Jet_85,

Jet_85/Jet_50 and Jet_50/Jet_30.

7.2 The Observed Inclusive Jet Cross Section

Following equation 7.1, a cross section is measured for each of the four inclusive

jet triggers (see Section 3.1.4) and the results are combined such that each trigger

is used as soon as it becomes fully efficient. The observed cross section for the

central pseudo-rapidity region < 0.5) is presented in Figure 7.3. The number

of jets in each pT bin is Poisson distributed, thus the statistical errors are given by

\/Ñ/ (APT A775 L). The pT binning was chosen following previous analyses based

on the cone algorithm [15]to facilitate future comparisons.

The observed cross section is still distorted by the finite resolution of the

detector. Earlier studies have determined that the effect of 77resolution causes

negligible changes in the central rapidity region cross section [45, 52] while distor

tions introduced by the finite calorirneter resolution on the jet momentum have

to be removed.

Though the momentum mismeasurement due to the detector resolution is ba

sically symmetric, in the sense that the jet momentum will fluctuate low or high
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Figure 7.3: Observed inclusive jet cross section in the central pseudo-rapidity

region. Errors are statistical only.

with the same probability (because of the hermeticity and linearity of the D0

calorimeters), a systematíc shift to the cross section is introduced. This “smear

ing” effect results from the steeply falling nature of the pT spectrum, as illustrated

in Figure 7.4. For a given pT bin, the ¡0Tof the jets may fluctuate to a lower or

higher bin. But as a result of the steepness of the spectrum more jets will fluctuate

from a bin in the left to a bin to the right than the other way around, thus the ef

fect of the pT resolution is the infiation of the cross section. The jet pT resolution

measurement was presented in chapter 6, the following section discusses how the

smearing effect is removed from the observed cross section.

7.3 Unfolding of the Cross Section

The DG “unsmearing” or “unfolding” procedure [52, 44] is applied to the cross

section in order to remove the upward smearing effect, caused by the finite mo
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Figure 7.4: The finite momentum resolution of the detector inflates the observed

cross section.

mentum resolution. A hypothetical unsmeared cross section is assumed, described

by an ansatz function. This function is smeared with a gaussian of Width equal to

the measured pT resolutions (see chapter 6) and the smeared result is compared

with the observed cross section. The convolution of the trial ansatz function and

the gaussian which yields the observed cross section can be written as:

¡( _ F I __1___ ¿("2:3 )2 ,
pT) —-/ (pT) 2m(p,T)e T de (7.2)

where F is the ansatz function and f is the “smeared hypothesis”, which should

describe the observed data well. The functional form of the ansatz F is:

A B 2PT C

F(pT, A,B,C) = e pT (1 —W) (7.3)

where A, B and C are the free parameters. To unsmear, the parameters of the

ansatz are varied until the difference between the smeared hypothesis and the

observed data is minimized. The data is then corrected by multiplying, in each

bin, the observed cross section by the ratio of the unsmeared to smeared fitted

ansatz functions. This ratio is called the correction factor:

_ FUDT)
Cfactor—
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Figure 7.5 shows the unfolding correction factor as a function of jet pT . The

two outer solid curves show the error on the nominal correction due to the res

olution uncertainties. This error was derived from the data by unfolding With

the upper and lower estimates of the resolution curves. The correction is large

at low ¡5Tbecause of the steepness of the inclusive spectra, while at high pT the

correction increases due to the worse absolute pT resolution. Table 7.4 includes

the final ansatz parameter values together with the error matrix of the fit. The

obtained value of the xz/ndf was of 27.7/24.

CorrectíonFactor

“....1....I....I....I....I..
o 100 200 300 400 500

Tronsverse Momentum (GeV)

Figure 7.5: Unfolding correction factor as a function of jet pT .

Parameter Value Error Matrix

A 38.75 7,45 x 10-3 1.93 x 10-3 1.11 ><10-2

B —5.32 1.93 x 10*3 5.00 x 10-4 2.93 x 10-3

C 7.46 1.11 x 10-2 2.93 x 10-3 1.85 x 10-2

Table 7.4: Unsmearing parameters and errors.

In order to check the validity of the ansatz function used to unsmear the data,
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two additional different functional forms have been tested:

2DpT C
y;

F2 = eAp? (7.6)

F, = ¿Apg (1_ (7.5)

Figure 7.6 shows the ratios between the unfolding correction factors using the

“nominal” ansatz and functions F1 and F2. In the first case there in no significant

change in any bin but the last one (which has large uncertainties) where the effect

is of the order of 3%. In the extreme case of F2 the differences ranges from 3%

for the first bin to 4% for the last one. Thus the “nominal” ansatz function was

determined to be adequate.
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Figure 7.6: Effect of changing the ansatz function used to unsrnear the data. The

left plot corresponds to F/Fl and the right on to F/F2 (see text).

7.4 Final Inclusive ki Jet Cross Section

The inclusivecross section for the central pseudo-rapidity region < 0.5) using

the lu algorithm at \/E = 1.8 TeV is shown in Figure 7.7. It is obtained from

the observed cross section after the bin-by-bin unfolding correction is applied.

The errors on the points are statistical only. Table 7.5 lists the cross section,

data errors and pT bins. The included sources of systematic errors are jet and

event selection, unsmearing, luminosity and the jet momentum scale, which is the
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dominant contribution over the whole pT range. The data points are plotted and

tabulated at the pT value where the function that best describes the cross section

(see section 7.3) is equal to the average integrated cross section in the bin [58].
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Figure 7.7: The central inclusive jet cross section with the kL Algorithm. Only

statistical errors included.

7.4.1 Relative Importance of the Corrections

The efficiency correction, the unsmearing procedure and the jet momentum cali

bration have different impacts on the cross section. Table 7.6 shows the effect of

these and other corrections for different transverse momentum values. It is clear

that the momentum calibration has the largest impact at all transverse momenta.

7.5 Experimental Uncertainties

The experimental uncertainties due to the data selection efiiciencies, the luminos

ity determination and trigger matching, the resolution measurement, the unfolding

procedure and the jet energy scale were discussed in previous sections.
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Bin Range Plotted Cross Section i Statistic Systematic Numof

(GeV) p7- (GeV) (nb/GeV) Uncer (%) Jets

60 - 70 64.6 8.948E + 00 :1:5.7E —02 -13.5, +14.1 29204

70 - 80 74.6 3.78113+ 00 d: 3.7E —02 -13.6, +14.0 12215

80 - 90 84.7 1.776E + 00 :l:2.5E —02 -13.8, +14.0 5695

90 —100 94.7 8.860E —01 :l: 1.8E —02 -13.9, +14.0 2826

100 —110 104.7 4.681E —01 :I: 3.6E —03 -14.1, +14.0 19176

110 - 120 114.7 2.689E - 01 :l:2.7E - 03 -14.3, +14.0 10983

120 - 130 124.8 1.537E —01 :l: 2.0E —03 -14.5, +14.1 6261

130 - 140 134.8 9.194E - 02 :t 1.6E —03 -14.7, +14.2 3739

140 —150 144.8 5.772E - 02 i1.2E —03 -14.9, +14.3 2344

150 - 160 154.8 3.577E —02 :t 2.9E —04 -15.1, +14.4 17236

160 - 170 164.8 2.391E - 02 :t 2.3E - 04 -15.3, +14.5 11510

170 - 180 174.8 1.56813—02 :t 1.9E - 04 -15.5, +14.6 7546

180 - 190 184.8 1.057E —02 :l: 1.6E - 04 -15.8, +14.8 5085

190 - 200 194.8 7.142E - 03 :t1.3E —04 -16.0, +15.0 3434

200 - 210 204.8 4.993E - 03 :I:8.2E - 05 -16.2, +152 4050

210 —220 214.8 3.459E —03 :h 6.8E —05 -16.5, +15.4 2806

220 - 230 224.8 2.434E - 03 :t 5.7E —05 -16.7, +15.7 1975

230 —250 239.4 1.502E - 03 :1:3.2E - 05 -17.1, +16.0 2438

250 - 270 259.4 7.521E - 04 :t 2.3E - 05 -17.6, +16.6 1222

270 —290 279.5 4.075E - 04 :t 1.7E —05 -18.l, +17.3 663

290 - 320 303.8 1.913E - 04 :t 9.3E —06 -18.8, +18.3 468

320 —350 333.9 7.616E - 05 :t 5.9E —06 -19.6, +19.7 187

350 —410 375.8 2.366E - 05 :l:2.3E - 06 -20.9, +21.9 117

410 —560 461.8 1.189E - 06 :t 3.3E —07 -23.8, +27.9 15

Table 7.5: Inclusive cross section with jets reconstructed using the ki algorithm

in the central pseudo-rapidity region.
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Correction 60 GeV 100 GeV 400 GeV

Calorimetcr Cell Restoration 2% 3.5% 3%

HT 3% 3.5% 5%

'EMF, CHF, ET Cut Efficiencies 0.2% 0.3% 1%

Vertex Cut Efficiency 10% 10% 10%

Unsmearing 8% 5.5% 7%

Momentum Calibration 50% 40% 45%

Table 7.6: Approximate size of the different corrections to the inclusive jet cross

section for three transverse momentum values.

Figure 7.8 presents the fractional experimental errors in the cross section as

a function of jet transverse momentum. Also shown is the total uncertainty cal

culated as the quadrature sum of the different sources. The momentum scale

contribution dominates at medium and high momentum (the error on the trans

verse momentum is of the order of 1.5 —5%, which corresponds to 8 - 25% on the

cross section). At low momentum the luminosity uncertainty is of the same order

than the momentum scale error.

The error sources relevant to this analysis, with their degree of correlation,

are listed in Table 7.7. The momentum scale response correction, the largest

source of error at high momentum, is obtained from a fit to data as a function of

jet momentum. The error to the jet response function was derived in [41]. The

correlation matrix has been obtained for the same 24 bins of partially corrected

momenta that were used to determine the cross section. For a complete discussion

of the uncertainty in the cross section due to the momentum scale correction

see [42]. The different errors together with their degree of correlation and the

statistical uncertainties are combined into the full error matrix.
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Figure 7.8: Fractional experimental uncertainties on the cross section. The high

and low errors are slightly not symmetric, the average is shown in this plot.

Error Source Correlation Order of

(in pT ) Magnitude

Statistical uncorrelated 0.5 —25%

Luminosity correlated 8%

Luminosity Matching

Jet-30 Stat, Correlated 1.8%

Jet_50 between triggers 1.3%

Resolution + Unfold correlated 2 4%

Select Efficiencies correlated Z 2%

Mom Scale Response Fit partially corr 1.5 —20%

Mom Scale Offset Errors correlated 7 —15%

Table 7.7: Sources of errors of the cross section and their degree of correlation.

See [41] for a detailed explanation of the momentum scale errors.
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Chapter 8

Comparison With Theory and

Analysis of the Results

This chapter presents the comparison of the inclusive kLjet cross section to NLO

QCD predictions with different parton distribution functions. The differences be

tween the data and the theory are discussed qualitatively and a full x2 analysis

is presented. This is followed by a comparison of the ki and cone jet cross sec

tions, which introduces studies of ki and cone jets, both in data and Monte Carlo

samples, aimcd at understanding the differences between the two cross sections.

8.1 Data and Theory Comparison

This section presents the comparison of the lu jet inclusive cross section to NLO

QCD predictions. Figure 8.1 presents the difference between the data (D) and

JETRADtheoretical predictions (T) normalized to the prediction (ie, (D —T)

Also shown are the statistical error bars and systematic uncertainty band. Theo

retical predictions were generated using the parton distribution functions (PDF’S)

MRST(98), MRSTgT(98), MRSTgl(98), CTEQ3M, CTEQ4M and CTEQ4HJ. In

all cases the renormalization and factorization scales were set to p?“ / 2.
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Visually, form Figure 8.1, the theoretical predictions exhibit a normalization

difference from data of about 20%, and a bigger discrepancy at low momenta. A

more quantitative measure of the agreement or disagreement between data and

theory is given by the X2 test:

2 _X=Z@-mQflfi-m en
ii

where (Di —Ti) is the difference between the measured cross section (Di) and

the theoretical prediction in the i-th bin, and Cij is the error matrix of
the measurement. The error matrix is obtained from the absolute errors of the

measurement and the fractional, systematic, errors (see section 7.5).
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Figure 8‘1: Comparison of the central inclusive jet cross section and NLO JETRAD

predictions (u = 0.5 ><19?”).

The “standard” X2 definition (std), used in DQ’S cone cross section first pub

lished results [60, 61], in which the systematic uncertainties are calculated using
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the observed cross section per bin:

Cij= + DiDj
where CA corresponds to the absolute errors and CF to the fractional ones, in

troduces a statistical component to the systematic uncertainty [15]. When the

measured cross section fluctuates high, the systematic uncertainties also fluctuate

to larger values. Therefore a factor that favors larger measurements is introduced

into the x2 calculation. To remove this bias a modified definition of the x2 was

considered [15]:

Ci,- = C3- + CEE-T,- (8.3)

The systematic uncertainty is given by the fractional errors multiplied by the

theoretical predictions. Table 8.1 shows the x2 values for the comparison between

data and different theories. All fits have 24 degrees of freedom. The NLO theories

difl'er only by the choice of the parton distribution function. The x2 results for

both definitions, equations 8.2 and 8.3, are listed for comparison, but hereafter

the latter definition is adopted.

PDF x2 Prob (%) X2 (std) Prob (%)

(ndof=24) (ndof=24)

MRST 26.8 31.0 21.7 59.8

MRSTgT 33.1 10.3 26.5 33.0

MRSTgJ, 28.2 25.1 20.2 68.4

CTEQ3M 37.5 4 33.0 10.3

CTEQ4M 31.2 15 26.4 33.2

CTEQ4HJ 27.2 29 24.3 44.1

Table 8.1: Results of the x2 test using the definitions given by equations 8.3

and 8.2 (std).

In order to determine the significance of the difference between data and the

ory at low transverse momentum, Table 8.2 lists the x2 results for the last 20 bins,
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while Table 8.3 includes only the first four points. The last 20 bins show total

consistency between the data and the theory (the probabilities are, as expected,

around 50%). It is clear that the deviations at low pr are important, with negli

gible probabilities that the degree of discrepancy observed is due to a statistical

fluctuation. This merits further studies that will be carried along two lines: (a)

comparison to previous cone cross section results, where this deviation at low

pr does not appear and (b) critical revision of detector efl'ects or assumptions in

the theoretical prediction.

PDF X2 Prob (%)

(ndof=20)

MRST 22.9 29.2

MRSTgT 22.2 32.8

MRSTgL 25.7 17.4

CTEQ3M 17.4 62.7

CTEQ4M 15.8 72.7

CTEQ4HJ 15.1 77.3

Table 8.2: Results using only the last 20 bins to compute the x2, which corre

sponds to excluding the JET_30 trigger. The probabilities obtained indicate good

agreement between data and theory.

8.2 The Cone Inclusive Jet Cross Section

As it was mentioned before, the previously published DG cone jet cross section,

obtained from essentially the same data sample, does not exhibit a departure

between data and theory at low pT. Before comparing ch_and cone jets in an

attempt to understand this difference, the cone cross section from the DGfixed

data sample (used to determined the ki cross section) was reobtained. This data
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PDF X2 Prob (%)

(ndof=4)

MRST 15.7 0.3

MRSTgT 22.2 0.02

MRSTgJ, 16.4 0.2

CTEQ3M 21.7 0.02

CTEQ4M 20.5 0.04

CTEQ4HJ 18.2 0.1

Table 8.3: Results using only the first 4 bins (which correspond to the JET_30

trigger) to compute the x2. Only for some PDF’s a marginal agreement is attained.

sample, although similar to the one previously used, exhibits some differences in

the way it was reconstructed and selected (see section 3.2.3).

In order to obtain the Dinxed cone cross section, the corrections for the

AIDA suppressed cells and the misidentified primary vertices were applied (see

sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5), then the energy of the cone jets was corrected to particle

level using the program CAFIX 5.1 [48]. The missing Ep cut applied was RMTE <

0.7 with an efficiency of 99.8% and the same vertex cut efficiency and quality cuts

as for the ¡ELcross section were imposed. The efficiencies were extracted from the

previous non Dinxed result [45]. The cone jet energy resolution determination is

described in section 6.3.1. The luminosities as described in section 7.1 were used.

Table 8.4 lists the DQfixed reobtained cone cross section, and the number of

jets per bin. For comparison, also tabulated are the number of jets from the

non DQfixed published paper [15]. Note that it has not been our intention here

to exactly reproduce the previous cone result. Not only there are differences in

the actual number of events and reconstruction procedures for the befixed and

non D0fixed samples, but also a separate energy calibration (CAFIX version 5.2‘)

and a missing ET cut (ET < maz(30 G'eV,0.3 was used for the non DQfixed

lCAFIX versions 5.1 and 5.2 difler in the showering corrections [62].
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data. Howeverit is important that, except for minor variations, the global features

of the published cone result have been reproduced here with a differently processed

data sample and analysis procedure. This is both an important cross-check of our

method, and it indicates that the distinct behavior of the cone and ki cross section

at low pT is not due to the different analysis path followed.

8.3 ki and Cone Jets at High pT

In general, the ki and cone cross sections can only be compared on a bin by bin

basis, and not event by event, due to the high statistics involved in this experi

ment. The highest pT bin is however an exception, for it contains 20 entries in the

published cone result [45]while only 15 k1jets in the analysis here presented (both

use the same pp binning). These are small numbers, which permit to separately

track the fate of each jet in an attempt to understand the origin of the difference.

We find that all 15 jets of the last bin in the kL cross section are present in

the last bin for the cone case. Of the 5 missing jets, three turn out to have lower

energy and are found in the previous bin, one falls out of the pseudo-rapidity

acceptance (77= 0.51 in the ¡ELcase, 1] = 4.7 for cone) and one has a different

vertex Z position, which in the case of the ¡ejcase is selected because it minimizes

HT, but gets discarded because it falls out of the Z acceptance region. Table 8.5

summarizes this information. It is interesting to remark that the same 20 high

pT objects have been independently found by both algorithms out of the millions

of events taken during the run. The realization that they have somewhat different

kinematics points to the inherent difference between the ki and cone algorithms.

and the fact that jets are not primary physics objects but algorithm dependent.
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Bin Range Plotted p1- Cross Section Num of Num of Jets This result

(GeV) (GeV) (nb/GeV) Jets not D0 /Previous

Fixed [45] (Num of Jets)

60 —70 64.6 6.914E + 00 22956 22627 1.01

70 —80 74.6 3.005E + 00 9847 9642 1.02

80 - 90 84.7 1.464E + 00 4750 4594 1.03

90 —100 94.7 7.141E —01 29655 30208 0.98

100 —110 104.7 3.971E —01 16398 16311 1.01

110 —120 114.7 2.277E —01 9360 9288 1.01

120 - 130 124.8 1.295E - 01 5304 5316 1.00

130 —140 134.8 7.717E —02 37582 38318 0.98

140 —150 144.8 4.95413 - O2 24073 24161 1.00

150 —160 154.8 3.148E —02 15268 15206 1.00

160 - 170 164.8 2.032E —02 9843 9951 0.99

170 —180 174.8 1.3655 —02 11195 11416 0.98

180 —190 184.8 9.119E —03 7474 7819 0.96

190 —200 194.8 6.136E —03 5026 5282 0.95

200 —210 204.8 4.328E - 03 3544 3595 0.99

210 - 220 214.8 2.933E —03 2401 2574 0.93

220 —230 224.8 2.118E —03 1734 1869 0.93

230 —250 239.4 1.243E - 03 2036 2265 0.90

250 —270 259.4 6.592E —04 1081 1148 0.94

270 —290 279.5 3.641E —O4 598 659 0.91

290 —320 303.8 1.716E —04 424 478 0.89

320 —350 333.9 6.523E —05 162 187 0.87

350 —410 375.7 1.775E - 05 89 103 0.86

410 —560 461.2 1.241E - O6 16 20 0.80

Table 8.4: Inclusive cone jet cross section from DQfixed data. The last column

shows the comparison between the cone DQfixed result, and the previous, non

D®fixed result from [15]. There is excellent agreement between the two.
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Run Event Cone ET ki pr

number Number (not D®fixed) (DGfixed)

72738 10623 453.35 447.16

78535 5137 415.69 417.36

78535 5137 465.98 469.25

82238 9375 421.35 421.09

83027 20229 429.57 423.81

86256 4229 444.57 438.75

86722 22136 416.22 414.04

87225 3342 488.75 481.85

87428 16996 420.62 419.44

87428 16996 437.39 — 17= 0.51

87481 23178 411.80 402.89 to lower bin

87481 23178 450.22 429.41

90349 37817 420.11 — 7Évtx_z2

90808 29489 421.38 420.62

90915 23531 417.89 440.21

91208 184 413.92 369.58 t.0 lower bin

91876 30511 419.16 422.34

91923 6616 411.10 438.78

91923 6616 444.51 443.76

92703 35465 411.84 408.39 to lower bin

Table 8.5: Highest pr jets for kL and cone (not DQfixed). The energies are cor

rected using CAFIX 5.2 for cone and KTFIX 1.0 for ki jets [41].
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8.4 ki and Cone Jet Cross Sections

Having gained confidence that the unsimilar behavior between kLand cone is not

an analysis artifact, we proceed to study the comparisons of the kLand cone cross

sectionS'to their respective theoretical predictions. Figure 8.2 shows the compar

isons between NLO QCD predictions, with the CTEQ4HJ PDF and ,u,= E?“/2,

and the kL (D=1.0) and cone (R=0.7) [61] results in the central rapidity region

(|71| < 0.5). Both cross sections were calculated using the same bins in trans

verse energy. Note that while some sources of systematic errors are completely

correlated (e.g., luminosity), the degree of correlation of other sources has not

been studied (e.g., response, offset, showering and misclustering corrections) but

is expected to be marginal.

As it has already been discussed in chapter 1, the NLO predictions for the

inclusive cross section for ki jets with D = 1 and cone jets with R = 0.7 agree

within a few percent. Nonetheless, Figure 8.2 indicates that while there is rea

sonable agreement at high pq»between the cone and ki cross sections, there is a

clear difference at low transverse momentum. Since the events are basically the

same, this difference originates because either there are more kL than cone jets

per event or because ¡ELjets are more energetic. A natural way to study this is

to compare the energy of single ki and cone jets. This can be done by matching

in 77—d)space lu and cone jets in the same event. This issue is discussed in the

following sections.

8.4.1 Comparing individual ki and Cone Jets in the Data

In an effort to understand the differences between the cone and ki cross sections,

jets reconstructed with the different algorithms (using the kLDQfixeddata sample)

were matched in 17—d)space and their difference in transverse energy plotted as

a function of ki jet pr. The AIDA cell rcstoration algorithm was applied and the
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Fígure 8.2: Comparisons of the ¡CLand cone [61] cross sections with theory (ob

tained using the JETRAD program with the CTEQ4HJ pdf and ,u = ET’ZWB/Z).

The plot below does not include the luminosities uncertainties, as they are fully

correlated between cone and lu .
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Figure 8.3: Distance in 77——q}space between two leading ki and cone jets.

vertex which minimized the missing HT was selected. All jets had to satisfy the

quality cuts and their pseudo-rapidity fall in the central region of the detector

(|71|< 0.5). Cone jet energies were corrected using CAFIX 5.1 while KTFIX was

used to correct the momentum of the ¡ejjets [41]. The two leading cone jets were

matched to the two leadingkj jets in n —gbwith AR = W < 0.2 2.

Figure 8.3 shows the spatial separation between the leading kL and cone jets and
avgFigure 8.4 the average ET difference, AET = (p? —EW”), as a function of

jet momentum for the four triggers used in this analysis. There is a systematic

upward energy shift of kLjets over cone jets, which decreases with energy (N 6.5%

at 65 GeV and N 3% at 205 GeV).

The ki (cone) momentum (energy) scale uncertainty in the central region is

of the order of 1.5% (1.5%) for jet pT > 60 GeV. Since the biggest source of

uncertainty in the cone jet energy comes from the out of cone showering correction,

which is absent in k_1_jets, while the ki momentum correction has a misclustering

uncertainty Which is not present in the cone correction, it Willbe assumed that

the ¡el and cone energy scale uncertainties are uncorrelated. Thus, the observed

2The value of this cut was varied between 0.05 and 0.3 with no significant difference in the

results.
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difference between matched ¡CLand cone jet pT’s has an uncertainty of the order

of 2% above 60 GeV, as shown in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: The plot on the right shows the average ET difference for matched

ki and cone jets, on the left the difference is normalized by the kjjet’s transverse

momentum. Each trigger, indicated by the different symbols on the plot on the

left, is plotted in the same pT range in which it was used in the cross section. The

systematic error band, shown in the plot on the right, originates from the ki and

cone energy scales uncertainties (see text).

It can be shown that the higher energy of the kLjets can quantitatively account

for the difference between the k_Land cone cross sections. Propagating the energy

shift between [CLand cone jets into the cross section, which roughly depends on pT

like pf, we predict that, at 65 (205) GeV, the kj cross section will be 33% (15%)

higher than the cone one. Figure 8.5 compares the (D —T)/T plot for ki with the

result of shifting the experimental cone cross section (from [61])by AET = AE?” ,

as a function of ET cone, for each ET region where the trigger is fully efficient.

Figure 8.5 indicates that the energy difference between matched kLand cone jets

alone (and not, for example, the number of jets per bin) explains the different
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measured cross sections for the ki (D=1.) and cone (R=0.7) algorithms. However,

this explanation should be taken with care as only 66% of the jets contributing

to the cross section are matched, and the matching requirement could introduce

biases (narrower jets are matched more often, they have a better response and

thus the energy correction would be overestirnated).
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Figure 8.5: ki “predicted” and data cross sections compared with theory. The

ki prediction is obtained by shifting the cone fit to the data (from [61]) by the

average difference in ET between matched ki and cone jets.

ki and Cone Offset Corrections

At this point a natural question that arises is whether ki jets are genuinely more

energetic than cone ones, or if this difference is due to an experimental artifact,

like an underestimation of the offset correction to [CLjets.

Figure 8.6 shows that ki jets have a larger contribution from the detector en

vironment (zero bias offset). At central pseudo-rapidities, the Ozb for ki jets is

about 60% larger than for cone jets. The underlying event offset is also larger

for kj jets, about 35% (with little dependence on transverse energy), as shown

in Figure 8.7. This last result has been verified using HERWIGMonte Carlo sim

ulations, see appendix B. So ki jets have a larger contribution from both the
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detector environment and the underlying event, while the uncertainty is basically

the same [41]. This is an indication that kj jets with D = 1 encompass more

energy than cone jets with R = 0.7, as has already been determined by matching

ki and cone jets in the data.
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Figure 8.6: Ozb contribution to the offset for ki , D = 1, (full circles) and cone,

R = 0.7, jets.

It is interesting to note that the energy shift between kj and cone jets does

not depend on on the instantaneous luminosity, as it is shown in Figure 8.8. This

is an important check of the offset correction, since the contribution to the offset

from the overall detector environment is luminosity dependent. If the offset due
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Figure 8.7: Oue contribution to the offset for ¡CL, D = 1, (full circles) and cone,

R = 0.7, jets.
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to the overall detector environment (Ozb) were wrong for ki and right for cone,

then it would have shown as a luminosity dependence in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Average ET difference for matched ¡CLand cone jets, for different

luminosities (in units of cm”2sec‘1). Only statistical errors are included.

8.4.2 Comparing individual ¡CLand Cone Jets

in Monte Carlo

In order to investigate further the energy difference between ki and cone jets

in the data, a similar study was carried out using a particle level Monte Carlo

HERWIG[29] sample. Since the reconstructed jet energy (momentum) is corrected

back to particle level, the particle level Monte Carlo jet sample should also indicate y

that cone (R = 0.7) jets are less energetic than ijets (D = 1.).

A HERWIGMonte Carlo sample, with no underlying event3, was used to study

the energy difference between ki and cone jets at particle and parton levels. Fi

gure 8.9 shows the ET ratio of the matched jets. At particle level there is an

upward energy shift of ki jets with respect to cone ones, about N 2% at 65 GeV

3See appendix B for a discussion about the underlying event.
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and N 1% at 205 GeV, which propagated into the cross section would account for

a 10% (5%) difference at 65 (205) GeV. Note that this shift agrees, within energy

scale errors, with the one obtained from data for jet pT > 120 GeV. The absence

of a shift at parton level is in agreement with the fact that NLO QCD predicts the

same cross section for ¡CLand cone jets. It also hints that the difference in energy

at particle level is due to the process between partons and particles, that is, the

hadronization step, a contribution that was usually regarded as non-important.
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Figure 8.9: Ratios of the transverse momentum of matched k_Land cone jets from

a particle level (open circles) and parton level (full circles) HERWIGsample. Also

shown is the result from data (asterisks).

8.4.3 Comparing global production of la and Cone Jets

in Monte Carlo

As mentioned before, conclusions drawn from the energy difference of matched jets

should be taken with care, as the matching process could selectively choose jets

with peculiar properties. In order to test the argument presented in the previous
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section we look here at the ratio of the pT spectra of all the leading jets, ki over

cone, with no matching requirement, from a HERWIGMonte Carlo sample The

result is shown in Figure 8.10. Again, there is an energy shift for particle jets

but not for parton jets, in reasonable agreement with Figure 8.9 which required

jets to be matched: at 65 GeV (200 GeV), Figure 8.9 predicts a N 10% (N 5%) 4

difference between the ki and cone cross sections, which is consistent with the

result of 9% (3.5%) obtained without a matching requirement in Figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10: Ratios of ki over cone jet pT spectra for particle (full circles) and par

ton (open circles) level HERWIGMonte Carlo as a function of kLpT (no underlying

event overlayed).

8.5 Hadronization Effects

Theoretical calculations at NLO predict a similar cross section for ki (D = 1)

and cone (R = 0.7, Rm, = 1.3) jets (section 1.5.1). However, we have shown

(section 8.4.2) that while Monte Carlo simulations indicate that ki parton and

cone jets have similar energy, ki particle jets encompass more energy than cone

4Figure 8.9 indicates that at 65 GeV k_¡_jets are a 2% more energetic than cone jets, this 2%

propagated to the cross section (a N p?) predicts a 10% difference.
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jets, a fact also supported by the data (section 8.4.1). This motivates the study of

how hadronization, the process mediating the step between partons and particles

affects the different kind of jets, and their respective cross section theoretical

predictions.

Monte Carlo Evidence

In Monte Carlo samples, instead of matching cone and ¡tj jets, parton and par

ticle jets can be compared within each algorithm. Figure 8.11 shows, for both

algorithms, the transverse momentum ratios of the matched particle to parton

jets as a function of the pT of the parton jet. It is interesting to note that HER

WIG,which at parton level corresponds to LO predictions plus parton showering,

while at particle level it incorporates hadronization, predicts that cone particle

jets loose energy, in agreement with [63], while ki jets gain energy. At 65 (200)

GeV Figure 8.11 indicates that ki particle jets are N 2% (N 1%) more energetic

than cone jets, in agreement with Figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.11: Ratios of matched particle to parton ET as a function of parton ET

for cone and [CLjets (lnl < 0.5) from HERWIG.
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As mentioned above, section 8.4.1, the matching process could introduce biases

in the comparisons between different types of jets. To avoid this requirement

the ratio of pT spectra of the two leading particle to parton level jets, for both

the [CL(D=1.0) and cone (R=0.7) algorithms, is studied, see Figure 8.12. As

in Figure 8.11, particle cone jets reconstructed from final state particles (after

hadronization), have less pT than the parton jets (before hadronization), while

ki particle jets are more energetic than their progenitors at parton level (as the

two leading jets are used in each case, the number of jets is the same).
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Figure 8.12: Ratios of HERWIGparticle over parton level spectra for ki (full circles)

and cone (open circles) jets as a function of parton ET (no underlying events

overlayed).

Origin of the Hadronization Effect

The previous section shows that the hadronization step affects in a different way

k1 and cone jets. In this section wc try to understand the origin of this effect

using a Monte Carlo sample.

To understand the effect of haclronization on k_Land cone jets, the transverse

momentum of the leading particle jet was divided by the pT of the corresponding

(matched) parton jet. This ratio was plotted against DRmin, which is the n —d)
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Parto n

Figure 8.13: DRmin is the distance between the leading parton jet to the closest

parton jet with pT > 8 GeV. The ratio between the leading particle (open arrow)

to the corresponding parton jet is plotted against DRmin in Figure 8.14.

distance to the closest parton jet, with pT > 8 GeV5 (see Figure 8.13). The result,

for both ki and cone jets, for the HERWIGsample with generation thresholds of

50 and 75 GeV is plotted in Figure 8.14. The pT cut of 8 GeV was imposed to

both ki and cone jets.

The cone result on Figure 8.14, which indicates that particle cone jets are less

energetic than parton jets, can be explained as “physics” out of cone showering,

ie, particle jets do not contain the full result of the showerng and hadronization

process. The result at low distances (DRmin N 0.7) has to be taken with care as

splitted and merged jets are involved. The second plot of Figure 8.14 explains why

kLparticle jets are more energetic than their corresponding parton jet. When the

closest parton jet is further than DRminN 1.5 in n —(óspace the ratio of particle

over parton jets is below but almost one. But when the closest parton jet is close

to the leading parton jet (DRmin < 1.5) these are merged into a single particle

jet and thus the ratio particle over parton pT increases above one. This same

argument —the merging of nearby parton jets into one particle jet —is valid for

cone jets as well, but from the top plot of Figure 8.14 one concludes that the “out

of cone showering” effect dominates.

If this interpretation of the ki results is correct then one would expect that

5A cut of 5 GeV was also studied (for k_L) with no significant difference in the results.
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Figure 8.14: Ratio of HERWIGleading particle over parton jet pT as a function of

the distance of the closest parton jet to the parton one used for the ratio (DRmin),

for cone jets (above) and kLjets (below). The generation thresholds of the samples

used to produce these plots were 50 and 75 GeV.

the ratio of the leading particle jet pT over the sum of the transverse momenta of

the leading and the closest to the leading parton jets, would flatten to one at low

DRmin values. This is exactly what it is observed, see Figure 8.15. Another plot

that points towards the merging of nearby parton jets (typically one of which has

low transverse momentum) into one particle jet, is the comparison of the distance

between the leading parton jet to the closest parton jet and the distance between

the leading particle jet to the closest particle one. Figure 8.16 shows that at small

distances the particle jets are further apart that the parton ones.

Finally, one must note that the actual effect of hadronization in the pT difference

between particle and parton level jets depends, not only on the algorithm’s pa

rameters, but also on the details of the algorithms per se; cone algorithms suffer

from out of cone showering effects, which are absent in the ki algorithm.
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one as a function of DRmín. The generation thresholds of the samples used to

produce this plot were 50 and 75 GeV.
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particle one for cone (full circles) and ki (open circles).
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8.5.1 Including Hadronization in the NLO QCD Theoret

ical Predictions

Having shown that the ¡CLand cone algorithms show different sensitivity to the

hadronization process, it is interesting to study how the theoretical NLO pertur

bative QCD prediction gets modified by hadronization and to what extent this

afiects the partial disagreement observed at low p7- . To this end, the NLO pre

diction of the ki jet cross section is corrected using the difference between parton

and particle jets as determined from the HERWIGsimulation. We observe that,

for the MRST (CTEQ4HJ) PDF, the agreement between the measurement and

prediction improves to 46% (44%) probability. This is summarized in Table 8.6,

which lists the x2 results with and without including the hadronization from HER

WIGin the prediction, and in Figure 8.17, which shows the corresponding ratios of

(D —T) /T. We thus conclude that hadronization can explain some of the differ

ence between the data and the NLO QCD predictions, and the it afl'ects basically

the low pr region.

PDF X2 Prob (%)

(ndof=24)

MRST+hadroniz. 24.0 4G

CTEQ4HJ+hadroniz. 24.3 44

MRST 26.8 31

CTEQ4HJ 27.2 29

Table 8.6: x2 comparisons (24 degrees of freedom) between JETRAD, including a

hadronization correction obtained from HERWIG,and data (with renormalization

and factorization scales set to MGM/2). Also shown are the results without the

hadronization correction.
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8.6 Conclusions

The first measurement of the inclusive jet cross section using the ki algorithm in

proton-antiproton collisions at \/E :2 1.8 TeV was presented. Quantitative tests

show reasonable agreement between data and NLO QCD predictions, except at

low pT where the agreement is marginal.

In order to study the difference between the measured cross section and the

NLO predictions at lowpT, comparisons between the hand the cone results, which

do not present this deviation, were pursued. A difference as high as 37% at low

transverse momenta (decreasing with pT) between the cone and ki cross sections
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was found. By comparing individual ki and cone jets, it was determined that

the difference between the ki and cone cross section measurements is explained

by the energy difference between matched ¡CLand cone jets. Several studies were

performed in order to determine that this energy difference was not caused by an

experimental artifact.

Monte Carlo simulations using the HERWIGprogram, which at particle level

includes a LO prediction with parton shower and hadronization, also show higher

particle jet energies for ki than cone jets, consistently with data. We show that

this is reasonably explained by how the two algorithms are sensitive to the shower

spreading that takes place during hadronization. Theoretical predictions at NLO

of the inclusive jet cross section using the cone algorithm to reconstruct jets, with

R = 0.7 and Rm, = 1.3, agree, within a few percent, with the predictions using

the ki algorithm with D = 1.0. But this does not mean that at all orders the

kL and cone cross sections should give the same result. It was determined that

the difference between ki particle-level and parton-level pq-spectra predicted by

HERWIG,which takes account of hadronization, can explain some of the difference

between the ¡ELdata and NLO predictions at low pT.



Appendix A

Preclustering Studies

As described in section 1.3.3, as a consequence of limited computer power, the in

put to the ki algorithm is a list of preclusters and not the total number of towers of

the calorimeters. In this section, using Monte Carlo samples, the effect of preclus

tering on the jet momentum spectrum is studied. Ideally, these studies would

be based on a calorimeter simulation of the detector, however, computer power

constraints make this option not available. Therefore, particle level simulation is

used instead.

Two HERWIGMonte Carlo samples, of 5000 events each, with different preclus

tering parameters were produced. The events were generated with minimum lead

ing parton pr > 50 GeV and the jets were reconstructed using the ki algorithm

with D = 1. Zero bias events with a luminosity of L = 3 ><1030cm‘2 s‘l were over

laid. The preclustering parameters of each sample were AR = 0.1 and p?“ = 120

MeV (sample A), and AR = 0.3 and p?“ = 300 MeV (sample B). Recall that the

data was preclustered with AR = 0.2 and 1291”"= 200 MeV (see section 3.2.3).

Figure A.1 shows the pp spectra of the two leading jets, for parton and particle

level, using the different preclustering parameters. The effect on the mean of the

distributions is very small. A better comparison is obtained by matching, in n —d)

space, the two leading parton jets to the closest particle jet and calculating the
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Figure A.1: Momentum spectra of the two leading parton and particle level jets

using different preclustering parameters (see text).

difference in pT and a function of the particle jet momentum for both samples.

Figure A.2 shows this plot. Again there is no significant difference between the

two preclustering schemes. This result agrees with previous studies [18].
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Figure A2: Energy difference between matched particle and parton level jets for

different preclustering parameters.
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Appendix B

Underlying Event Correction
Studies

This appendix discusses the efl'ectof the background from spectator partons, the

underlying event, on the difference in transverse energy between matched particle

and parton jets (using HERWIGMonte Carlo simulation) for both, ki and cone,

algorithms. It also shows that the magnitude of the underlying event correction

obtained from minimum blas events (see section 5.1.1) is consistent with HERWIG’S

predictions.

Because the kjand cone energy scale corrections amend for underlying event [41],

the results presented in section 8.4.2 were obtained from HERWIGsamples with no

such background. This also allowed to separate the studies of hadronization and

underlying event effects. The consequence of including the underlying event in

HERWIG,which affects only the particle level jets, on the energy difference between

matched particle and parton jets is shown on Figure B.1 for ki and Figure B.2 for

cone. These plots indicate that the ki algorithm is slightly more sensitive to the

effect from the underlying event than the cone algorithm, and in agreement with

this result, the underlying event correction (OM) is larger for ¡CL(D = 1.0) than

cone (R = 0.7) jets [41].
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Figure B.2: Effect of the underlying event in the ET difference between matched

parton and particle cone jets.
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Figure B.3: The average ET difference for matched lu and cone jets at particle

level, from a HERWIGMonte Carlo sample with and without underlying event.

The effect of the underlying event on the energy difference between matched

cone and ki particle jets (HERWIG)is shown in Figure 8.3. As expected from Fig

ures B.1 and B2, the energy difference increases in about N 0.5 GeV compared

with the same result with no underlying event, also shown in Figure B.3. This

figure also indicates that HERWIGpredicts, at 60 GeV, an underlying event correc

tion N 35% larger for ki jets than cone, in agreement with what was determined

from minimum bias events (see section 8.4.1).
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